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Women's Soccer wins 2-1
See Sports page 19
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Asbestos removal from Seeger
not major threat, officials say
by Alison Manser
contributing writer
Asbestos removal underway
in the Anthony-Seeger Hall basement has some in the building
worried, but officials say there is
no cause for concern.
"[Although] virtually every
building on campus has some
type of asbestos, most are encapsulated,"
Environmental
Inspector Gary Shears, said.
Asbestos in campus buildings
poses no danger to students or
faculty, Shears said. The substance is often in floors and roofs,
but floor material, such as tiles,
and tar under roofs separates it
from the rest of the building.
Shears said JMU has removed
"virtually all accessible [asbestos]
material."
Even though most buildings
built prior to 1987 are likely to
contain asbestos, the only areas
on campus where asbestos could
be dangerous are some marked
maintenance areas. Maintenance
employees are trained to recognize asbestos and to take proper
precautions.
Asbestos removal generally
only occurs when part of a campus building is renovated. In the
case of the Anthony-Seeger basement, the boiler room needed
repairs that could only occur if
asbestos was removed. Before
removal takes place, workers seal

the area in question and use filter
machines to remove asbestos
fibers and monitor air quality.
Workers began this process
Sunday.
Asbestos is a naturally occurring mineral used in ceiling tiles,
plasters, vinyl flooring and thermal insulation around pipes,
ducts and furnaces until the mid1970s. It was then that asbestos
was found to be a cancer-causing
carcinogen which can cause diseases such as mesothelioma and
lung cancer.
Pat Foster, secretary for the
School of Media Arts and
Design, has worked at JMU
since 1979 worked in AnthonySeeger since 1982. Foster said
nobody informed her of asbestos
in the building. "It is very poor
that it has not been removed
long before and that I was not
apprised of it," she said. "I cannot speak for anyone else, but I
have never heard anything concerning asbestos in this building"
Steven Rollman professor of
speech communication, said
nobody informed him of the
removal, but doesn't believe
occupants of Anthony-Seeger
need to know. "Asbestos in the
boiler room does not pose a
threat to me," he said.
Frank Viscomi, facilities management senior mechanical engineer, said employees in

ALISON MANSF.RJcontrihuting photographer

Part of the basement in Anthony-Seeger Hall is blocked off to keep students and building staff from getting
too close to the area where workers have removed asbestos since Sunday. _________________

Anthony-Seeger have been notified of asbestos.
But on Tuesday, Philip
Emmert, building coordinator for
Anthony-Seeger, said, "I had not
been notified. I just learned
[Tuesday] afternoon, and I will

start assessing the situation. If
safety is an issue, I will request
that it be taken care of."
Emmert received a fax from
Shears Tuesday informing him of
the asbestos removal project.
Emmert copied the fax and dis-

tributed it among AnthonySeeger employees Wednesday.
He said some faculty seemed
concerned about the removal
project.
see ASBESTOS page 2

Judge pushes Simmons trial date to January 22
Defense complains police lost evidence, state crime lab defied
court order, prosecution failed to provide defense with items
by Julia Filz
stafftvriter
On Friday a Rockingham County Circuit Court judge
pushed Brent Simmons' trial to Jan. 22 after defense attorneys complained actions by the prosecution, police and
state crime lab made them unprepared to begin the trial
Oct. 23.
Rockingham County Circuit Court Judge Porter
Graves gave the prosecution, police and the state crime
lab a 5 p.m. Monday deadline to turn over evidence. John
Halloran, one of Simmons' defense attorneys, said some
of the evidence was delivered by the deadline but would

not elaborate further on the matter.
"We're still waiting for additional information,"
Halloran said.
Police arrested Simmons in April and charged him
with one count each of capital murder and first-degree
murder and two counts of using a firearm in the commission of murder. Simmons, a former JMU student, is
accused of the Oct. 12 shooting deaths of former JMU students Ann Olson and Keith O'Connell. Commonwealth
Attorney Douglas Stark is seeking the death penalty for
Simmons.
Stark was not available for comment, but on Aug. 8,
Stark justified his request for the death penalty in

Rockingham County Circuit Court documents by alleging Simmons' "conduct in committing the offense was
outrageously or wantonly vile, horrible or inhuman,"
according to court documents.
Halloran said the defense issued three motions to compile evidence from the state crime lab, state police and
prosecution. Friday in court, defense lawyers said the
state crime laboratory had defied a court order, police
had lost evidence, and the prosecution had failed to provide items to the defense.
Among the items in contention is a photograph of a
footprint near the crime scene. A plaster cast was made of
the footprint and reportedly did not match any shoes
seized from Simmons, according to court files.
Halloran could not not say if the plaster cast matched
see SIMMONS page 2
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"I plan to call Shears and ask
what the situation is here in
terms of air quality," Emmert
said.
As building coordinator,
Emmert handles all breakdowns,
repairs, work orders and electrical problems in the building.
As stated in the Occupational
Safety and Health Regulations of
19%, Part 5, Division 3, "If a person is exposed, or is likely to
have been exposed, at a workplace to a carcinogenic substance,
then a person who, at the workplace is an employer, the main
contractor or a self employed person must, as soon as practicable,
inform the first-mentioned person of the exposure or likelihood
of exposure."
Shears said employees were
not immediately informed as the
work posed no danger. "This
particular maintenance function
should not have disturbed their
operations," he said.
Reginald Simmons, owner of
Compreru -<-ive Environmental
Strategies, the subcontractor JMU
hired for asbestos removal, said,
"It is generally safer for asbestos
to be left alone. If it does not pose
a risk, then it is managed by the
university."

said.
The general rule of thumb for
asbestos at JMU is to monitor the
location for safety and to only
begin an abatement process if
absolutely necessary, which in

most cases is done just before
renovation may occur, he said.
Asbestos laws require all
employees who come in contact
with asbestos be trained under a

program, implemented in 1988
Housekeeping, plumbers, electri
cians and boiler operators have
all received training and directives concerning asbestos.
JMU contracted Simmons t„
work hand in hand with
Solutions Environmental, the
contractors of this asbestos
removal project. Simmons
explains the abatement process in
four steps.
The first step is to contain the
entire room by sealing it airtight.
Next, negative pressurization
machines are brought in. These
machines capture fibers and
draw out the clean air within the
room, collecting the asbestos
fibers for disposal.
The third step is the actual
hands-on removal of the asbestos
done by workers. After leaving
the sealed area, workers go
through a process in which thev
disrobe, shower and reclothe to
remove any chance of asbestos
dust escaping.
Throughout the process air is
monitored for safety and at the
conclusion of the process, air is
once again tested. The removed
asbestos is then taken out in bags
and disposed of in an EPA-regulated landfill.

It's been nearly a year since the
double homicide, and O'Connell
and Olson's deaths are still fresh
in the minds of some members of
the JMU and Harrisonburg communities. Both Olson and
O'Connell worked at Spanky's
Restaurant in downtown
Harrisonburg, and O'Connell
was a member of Kappa Alpha
Order.

John Ischinger knew Olson
and O'Connell through work at
Spanky's. "We're all pretty upset
about the postponement of the
trial, but this is something in the
interest of justice that needs to be
done," he said. "We're all just
ready to move on, and we're all
just looking for closure."
Chris DiSano, a Kappa Alpha
member, said, "I'm not pleased

about the postponement of the
trial, but if it helps to ensure that
due process is followed and subsequently leads to a conviction
then I suppose that it is the only
alternative."
In the mean time, Halloran
said he spoke with Simmons
"[Simmons] is doing fine,
Halloran said. "He's hanging in
there."

The abate-l
ment process in
Anthony-Seeger, I
scheduled forl
completion!
today, is general-1
ly a last resort for I
dealing with the]
problem
of|
asbestos.
In other JMU I
buildings where I
repairs and reno-l
vations are not|
necessary, precautions, such as I
installation of air
filters, have been I
taken to control
these situations!
and make the air |
breathable.
"Since 1988,1
thousands ofl
minor to major
abatement pro-[
jects
have
occurred
[at
JMU]," Viscomi
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Simmons' shoe size.
"I don't know if size became a
component of the lab [examination]," Halloran said.
When asked if the print may
have come from a shoe once
owned by Simmons and now no
longer in his possession, Halloran
said, "It could be said he didn't
do it because the shoe belonged
to the person who did it."

An individual may have one copy
of The Breeze for free.
All subsequent copies cost 25
cents apiece.
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CORRECTION
In the Sept. 29 issue of The
Breeze, the article "Oberst
snags new job, retains former
salary" should have said
Director of Media Relations
Fred Hilton has five days to
respond to information
requested under the Freedom
of Information Act.

Fantasy Guild: men in fights

MELISSA DALTON/contributing photographs

The Breeze regrets the error.
Members of the Science Fiction and Fantasy Guild fight with padded swords in front of ram., i ihM~ ur A
J
,
«„,+
to recruit new members.
»woras in tront of earner Ijbrary Wednesday afternoon in an effort
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Groups educate campus
on sexual assault, rape
by Neal Crovo
police reporter
Campus police report the following:

Underage Possession of Alcohol
• Peyton C. Wilkinson, 19, of Hayes, was arrested and charged with underage
possession of alcohol at the Kappa Sigma fraternity house at 11:10 p.m. Sept.
26.

by Katheryn Lenker
contributing writer
"Rape IS NOT Sex" packed 31
skits into one hour before an
audience of about 1,300 people in
Wilson Hall Auditorium Tuesday night.
"The goal of the program is to
educate people and let them
know [rape] is a crime against

Underage Consumption of Alcohol
• A student was judicially charged with underage consumption of alcohol on
Bluestone Drive at 2:35 a.m. Sept 27.
• A student was judicially charged with urxlerage cw^mptwn of alcohol after
officers found the student semi-concious in Weaver Hall. The student was
transported by the rescue squad to Rockingham Memorial Hospital for
treatment at 12:39 a.m. Sept 28.

Disruptive Behavior/Personal Abuse
• A student reportedfy became disruptive and used abusive language toward
a faculty/staff member teaching class in Huffman HaB at 10:43 am. Sept. 21.
The student was on probation for previous judicial charges.

Grand Larceny
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole a brown papasan chair in
Frederikson Hall at 4:04 a.m. Sept. 28.
The chair is valued at $500.
• Unidentified individuals altegedfy stole a dark green, 21-speed ladies Trek
mountain bike 820, serial No. G68295 in front of Harrison Hall at 2:30 p.m.
Sept. 29.

Petty Larceny
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole a blue and white Ross Pirahna
freestyle bike from the chain fence on the northwest comer of Godwin Hall at
8:40 p.m. Sept. 27.
The bike is valued at $100.
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole a small, square, white bag made of
hemp containing a JAC card, keys and $15 in cash from the University
Recreation Center at 8 p.m. Sept 29.
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole both personalized license plates off a
1993 Ford Tempo in Z-lot at 7:44 p.m. Sept 29.
The plates say "JMUBABS."

Property Damage
• Unidentified individuals allegedly cut the power cords to the OrekJa and Hot
Choice machines with a knife or sharp object in the Blue Ridge Hall vending
area at 1:30 p.m. Sept. 28.
Number of drunk in public charges since June 4:18
Number of parking tickets issued between Sept 23-29:877

assault were shocking," Bayles
said. "I never knew it happened
so often."
Rock said, "I've never put the
names with the faces. I hadn't
thought of my mother or girlfriend being raped. It definitely
makes me more aware."
The program focused on the
sexual assault and rape of both
men and women, the effects of
rape and how society treats rape
victims.
One skit performed by
C.A.R.E. volunteers featured a
man and three women and
depicted a girl who was raped
'after being given Rohypnol, commonly known as the "date rape
drug." She had no memory of the
previous night and felt numb,
dizzy and nauseous. The skit also
showed the man bragging to his
friends about the $2 pill knocking
the victim out cold. He said he
"couldn't wait to do it next weekend."
Rohypnol can cause aspiration, respiratory depression and
even death, according to the skit.
It is ten times more potent than
valium.
In a scenario reading, particpants asked audience members
to close their eye, listen and
imagine someone being sexually
assaulted. The reader then
informed the audience that the
victim described was male and
went on to say that one in six
men are sexually assaulted.
The program worked to dispel myths of rape, such as that it
is okay to have sex if a woman is
drunk or that a woman is "asking" for it by the way she dresses.
Various skits illustrated parties
and other situations where rapes
are likely to occur. One skit
depicted how victims don't
expect parties to be invitations to
MEGAN PlLLXIcontribuling photographer
be raped.
people and not just women," said
Julee Hart, head of the presentations committee for Campus
Assault ResponsE.
All freshman athletes and fraternity and sorority pledges were
required to attend the program.
Senior Chris Rock and sophomore Dan Bayles came to support friends in the show.
"The ratios of the male sexual

(l-r) Melanie Langrt and Andrea Casey, C.A.R.E. members, participate
during Tuesday night's "Rape IS NOT Sex" program in Wilson Hall.

see ASSAULT page 6

Senate briefed on road changes, general education
by Rob Speirs
news editor
Plans to revamp campus roads and
General Education program issues came
up for discussion at Tuesday's Student
Government Association Senate meeting.
Moving part of Bluestone Drive and
putting a stoplight at the intersection of
Bluestone Drive and Duke Drive are
among changes the JMU submitted in a
proposal to the Virginia Department of
Transportation, said Kristy Weeks, student
representative to the board.
The proposal to move Bluestone Drive
stems from concern for safety of faculty
and pedestrians crossing Bluestone Drive
to get to and from P-lot and Zane Showker
Hall. The proposal involves switching the
locations of Bluestone and P-lot so that
Bluestone Drive would run directly adja-

cent to Interstate 81 and P-lot would occupy the space where Bluestone is now.
The estimated cost of the project is
about $4 million, all of which would come
from the state. Roads such as Bluestone
Drive and Duke Drive are state-maintained roads and are overseen by VDOT.
VDOT must approve all changes and
review the proposal to determine project
feasibility but has not yet responded to the
proposal, Weeks said. She did not know
when JMU sent in the proposal.
Commuter Sen. Max Finazzo suggested
the $4 million might be better spent on
alterations for Port Republic Road such as
sidewalks.
"This seems like a waste of money,"
Finazzo said. "To move a whole parking
lot isn't as easy as it sounds. Couldn't [the
money] be better utilized on Port Road?"
Other possible structural alterations to

campus include a stoplight at the intersection of Duke Drive and Bluestone Drive,
and movement of Bluestone Drive near Alot to facilitate traffic flow out of that lot.
Weeks also responded to senator questions about the proposed parking deck to
be located next to Bridgeforth Stadium.
The site was the only possible location
for the deck because other proposed sites
would interfere with electricity cables servicing JMU and much of Harrisonburg
City, Weeks said. One other location the
administration considered was the Hillside
area.
"[The lakeside location] was the best
location based on all the information [the
Board of Visitors] had," Weeks said. "They
will try to make [the deck] as attractive as
possible."
Weeks also touched on the issue of
General Education. She said she is aware

there is "a great deal of talk both positive
and negative" about the program.
The BOV is interested in making
American history a required course for all
future students in the General Education
program. JMU offers American history in
some clusters but does not mandate the
course. Some members of the BOV were
unaware students could graduate without
taking American history in the old liberal
studies program.
Senators were concerned about balancing requirements for General Education
and students' chosen majors. At-large Sen.
Ann Marie Phillips asked if clusters are
geared towards specific majors.
Weeks said clusters and majors "don't
necessarily have to go hand in hand," and
program designers hope no matter what
see SENATE page 6
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SUNDAY, OCT. 5 thru SATURDAY, OCT. 11

Subject to
Change

ses«S

Sunday 10/5

Monday 10/6

Tuesday 10/7

Wednesday 10/8

Thursday 10/9

~, nutrition

more

Friday 10/10

Saturday 10/11

Grits, Scrambled Eggs
French Toast, Sausage Links
Turkey Rice Soup
Chicken Florentine
Egg Noodles, Peas,
Scalloped Apples
Bagels, Danish

Cream of Tomato
Fish Sandwich
Turkey Tetrazini
Steak Fries
Broccoli
Zucchini

Cream of Broccoli Soup
Hot Roast Beef Sandwich
Three Cheese/Spinach Quiche
Mashed Potatoes
Broccoli/Cauliflower
Succotash

French Onion Soup
Chicken Patty Sandwich
Tomato Herbcd Sauce
Beef, Macaroni & Tomatoes
Creamed Corn
Peas

Beef Noodle Soup
Italian Meatball Sub
Chicken and Shrimp Stir Fry
Rice, Italian Green Beans
Mixed Vegetable

Manhattan Clam Chowder
Tacos
BBQ Pork Sandwich
Retried Beans
Onion Rings
Peas

Scrambled Eggs
Hash Browned Potatoes
Sausage Patties, French Toast I
Chicken Noodle Soup
Baked Ravioli
Carrots / Spinach

Zucchini Mediterranean

Spinach, Rice and Fela
Gralin

Quesadillas

Tex Mex Lasagna

Vegetarian Egg Rolb

Vegetarian Burrilo

Vegetarian Stuffed Peppers

Roast Beef / Gravy
Seafood Newburg
Rice
Carrots
Mixed Vegetables

Spiral Cut Ham
Wing Dings
Candied Sweet Potatoes
Peas
Pinto Beans
Cornbread

Savory Rotisserie Chicken
Chinese Pepper Steak
Rice
Oriental Mixed Vegetables
Carrots

CharSu
Fried Fish
Fried Rice
Broccoli Stir Fry
Mixed Vegetables

Braised Beef & Vegetables
Stromboli
Oven Browned Potatoes
Corn on the Cob
Cauliflower

Batter Fried Chicken Strips
Baked Fish
Baked Potatoes
French Cut Green Beans
Broccoli / Cheese Sauce

Country Fried Steak
Spaghetti Casserole
Mashed Potatoes
Peas
Mixed Fresh Squash

Noodles Romanoff

Vegetarian Fried Rice

Mushroom Slroganoff

Oriental Rice A Vegetables

Vegetarian Knishes

Potato Bar

Pasta Pnmavera

WIN $5 IN HEX FOR
This week, each residence hall room will receive a special mailer from JMU
Dining Services. Inside, you'll fifid a copl-magent for t|e frictge, as w«H as

information of PIZZA PCDDICM. DOOR * fiUBt and THE
$TEAKttOtl£E

But wait! tn©re?$ rrtpr$... Undemeilh the magrtdtts your

VENTURES IN DINING LOTTO NUMBER
ginning Monday, and continuing every weekday in October, we will draw
S WINNING NUMBERS PIR DAY! The numbers w.ll be available
through Efcjor 4 Subs, The S^akNousiailii-Pizza Peddlem If your number is
drawn, a representative from your room has THREE DAYS TO CLAIM
the $S FlEX PRI2ECS1* Only one person has to i^eemtfre number for
ever member of your room to win $5 in FLEX! Prizes are claimed by bringing
the mailer with the winning Humbert© Gibbons Half, Entrance7,
Mond|f **- ffriday, 9 a.m. — 4 p.mf:

Additional technical stuff we have to inelu<
*A maximum of three prizes per room will be awarded.
Prizes wHfba distributed based on thenumbdtoireeide^

on the housing roster provided bv the

University or. for off-campus winners, the number pf residents on the lease. No purchase necessary to participate.
Oft-campus students and residents may obtain a; totto number by sending a 3"x5"catdto JMU Dining Services,
Gibbonsi^Mit*, MSC 0901

Cards mdsi be received by Friday. Oct. 10. 1997 to receive totto chances

MORE PRIZES!
MORE FUN!
LAST DAY TO CHANGE
MEAL PLAMS FOR THE
SEMESTER IS
FRIDAY. OCT. 17
DO IT IN CARD SERVICES,
WARREN HALL FIFTH FLOOR

JMU Dining Services is not responsible for requests received $8ter the date due to mail delays. Additional lotto
chances wflf be e-mailed by Monday, Oct. 13. Cards should include residence haft and room number (or local
address), name and e-mail address. The maximum number of chances per room/apartment may not excood the
number of roommates

JMU Dining Servicea ia not responsible for lost or stolen lotto numbers and will distribute

prize(s) to the bearers of the brochures or e-mailed lotto vouchers with the winning numbers.
JMU Dining Services reserves the right to modify/cancel this promotion.
September 1997, JMU Dining Services

Correction Note: On the Adventures in Dining
Lotto mailer distributed to rosid< nl lu I' nl
week, the back panel md
<\ mailcd-in
lotto number requests must i
Friday Oct. 10. 1P98 Th«
In id 19
Friday, Octl 0.1997 We apoli
iny
contusion this may havo i an
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Help wanted message advertised nationwide;
hunt for vice president of academic affairs is on
Search committee forms, makes inroads toward hiring administrator to replace Oberst
by Lisa Rosato
contributing writer
The national search for a new vice president of academic affairs began in
September, nine months after former
VPAA Bethany Oberst stepped down.
At this point, the VPAA Search
Committee is still in the preliminary stages
of the process.
"We will first cut those who lack an
important qualification," said committee
Chair Roger Soenksen. "Next, we will go
back over all the applications to make sure
that we haven't cut anyone that we should
not have. The process is fair and equitable."
The committee looks for many qualifications in applicants, but there are four
broad criteria each applicant must fulfill —
management, leadership, academic insight
and professional credentials.
Some of the specific qualities in these
areas include strategic planning, program
evaluation, ability to motivate faculty,
being a supporter of diversity and equality, knowledge of modern academic technologies, appreciation of the role of the
mission of the university, teaching credentials and academic integrity, Soenksen
said.
College of Business Dean Robert Reid's
task force met and developed the criteria
last summer. The committee sent an email

matics; Mellasenah Morris, director of the
school of music; Ann Myers, social work
department head; Diane Fuqua, associate
professor of early childhood education;
April Roberts, SGA president and Kevin
Chamberlin, Honor Council president.
Brown is serving on the committee in a
_^___^__ non-voting capacity.
Candidates for
VPAA are from
JMU and other institutions, Soenksen
said. JMU advertised the position in
^"""WATTS
the Chronicle of
Higher Education, a
magazine distributed to university
AC"
employees.
Acting presiSB^S*
dent Linwood Rose
also wrote letters to
will also help in the infnrmnt\nn "
transition of the new MJUrmUJ,lun.
other college preside n
vice president.
Roger Soenksen
ff lo notirv Jem
lhe
Faculty Senate
VPAA Search Committee Chair °'
°Pen VPAA
position and to give
Speaker Arch Harris, a member of the committee, said, "[To them the chance to recommend candiensure fair judgment], each applicant will dates.
"The applicants can be from any discibe reviewed by multiple members of the
pline [but they must) convince us they
committee."
The search committee is composed of have the right credentials," Soenksen said.
Soenksen, Scott, Harris, Faculty Senate The committee has received 75 applicaMarshal Carl Weaver, Norman Garrison, tions and expects to receive even more.
dean of the college of science and mathe- There isn't an application deadline yet.

survey to all faculty members asking what
qualities they want to see in the new
VPAA before the committee met for the
first time. Each member of the committee
then read the faculty responses.
Acting VPAA Doug Brown said he
believes these criteria are a fair set of
guidelines to find ^^^^^^^^^^^^^
good candidates.

,-SEM! "We have been given
ttJKwS! time to select the best
person possible. It is an
r^Vt'£■£ ongoing process, [and]
P^d°„?£
we are still in the early
stages of gathering

The search committee does not have a
deadline for when it must decide on a candidate either. "We have been given time to
select the best person possible," Soenksen
said. "It is an ongoing process, [and] we
are still in the early stages of gathering
information."
Harris said, "We have a lot of work
ahead of us."
Eventually, the committee will submit
several names to Rose, who will then narrow the list after considering feedback
from the committee. Until then, names of
all applicants are confidential to prevent
people outside the committee from jumping to conclusions.
The candidates who make the final cut
will be invited to visit the university, at
which time, they will undergo a rigorous
interview process. Rose will then make the
final decision with additional input from
the committee.
But the committee is still far from this
step. Weaver said, "It is too early to tell
who the final choice will be. [We are] still
in the first stages. Everyone is working
well together though. All the members
have a lot of respect for each other."
Soenksen agrees. "There might be
some person who is a perfect fit," he said.
"We all hope it's not going to be a long
process. So far everything is going very
well. It looks like [the committee] is making good progress."

JMU study abroad program poses less risks than others
by Kelly Newton
contributing writer
Due to highly-publicized dangerous incidents, universities
across the country have
expressed concern for student
safety while studying abroad.
A number of lawsuits from
parents of deceased students
resulted from the "Semester at
Sea Tragedy." In this accident, a
bus carrying 27 Americans
careened into a ditch on a mountain road near Delhi, India. It
Seven people died, including
four American students, in
springl996, a recent article in
USA Today reports.
Students from Indiana found
political strife in Cambodia last
summer and in Ecuador, the wife
of the tour director for a group of
University of New Mexico students was shot to death by
thieves.
As a result, many colleges are
now re-examining how their programs are run while focusing on
safety and liability.
Executive Director of International Education Bethany
Oberst said she is not aware of
any serious incidents involving
JMU students studying abroad.
"Safety has always been an
issue when studying abroad,"
Oberst said. "We've been very
fortunate. We have a wonderful
record."

But program directors are in
the process of revising the
Personal Information and Release
Statements form JMU's International Education Program
requires all students complete
before studying abroad. The aim
is to update it and make each section clearer to the student. The
purpose of the forms is to make
clear, in writing, that JMU cannot
be held responsible for any accidents that might happen to students studying abroad, Oberst
said.
This form contains personal
information on each student,
medical emergency information,
acknowledgement of personal
responsibility and claim release
and acknowledgement of academic responsibility.
JMU offers semester-long
study abroad opportunities in
five locations: London, Paris,
Florence, Salamanca and on
Martinique.
"Our programs are in places
that are politically stable, and we
maintain good relations with the
host community," Oberst said.
All of the programs are wellestablished and students are
required to attend orientation
sessions. During the sessions,
they discuss how the program is
organized and cultural differences they may find upon arriving in a foreign country.
"We also advise students on

the risks involved in travelling
abroad," Oberst said. Risks like
pick-pocketers, traveling alone at
night and being unfamiliar with
the country's transportation system can create problems for students.
Kay Arthur, director of the
study abroad program in
Florence, said JMU is extremely
careful when planning programs.
"[Incidents] might happen if
the university wasn't careful to
deal with the right agencies," she
said. Incidents that have occurred
during trips to Florence have
been minimal.
"There have been a few wallets taken and missing cameras,"
she said.
But Arthur said these problems are not unlike those students find in the United States.
"There's not a lot we can do
about pick-pocketers in Rome
any more than in New York," she
said.
Oberst said students should
not feel any more at risk studying
abroad than they would in
America. Each program has a
director and a faculty member in
the country to help students during the program.'
"The faculty member in residence is always available to students," Oberst said.
The Martinique program
doesn't have a faculty member in
residence. Students enroll direct-

Studying abroad
JMU offers studies abroad programs in Paris,
London, Salamanca, Florence and Martinique.
Some risks include:
fe^^^^
•Pickpocketers
•Traveling alone at night
• Being unfamiliar with the country's
transportation systems
As a result, all students who study abroad must
sign a Personal Information and Release
Statement for the Office of International
Education.
THOMAS SCALAJ'graphics editor

ly with the university in
Martinique instead of taking
classes through JMU.
Students may contact a program assistant if they have any
problems.
Despite reports of dangers in
studying abroad, some JMU students don't fear studying in foreign countries.
Senior Luke Thompson studied in Florence last spring and
felt he was in a safe environment.
"I never felt like I was in
danger. In fact I felt as safe, if not
safer, than I do at JMU," he said.

Thompson said he enjoyed
being on his own, and even
though there were contacts available, he didn't feel like he was
supervised much of the time.
"But that's what was so great
about it," he said. "You need that
opportunity to go exploring and
see what the rest of the world is
like."
An expected 100,000 college
students plan to study abroad
this year, causing universities to
re-examine how they run their
programs, while focusing on
safety and liability.
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MIT freshman dies after night
of drinking at fraternity house
AP/newsfinder
news service
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. — Some of the
smartest students in the world attend the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, but
that apparently doesn't stop them from
drinking too much.
The death of a gifted MIT freshman
who drank heavily at a fraternity house is
another indication that an alcohol culture
persists on university and college campuses, counselors and experts said — even
among students who have plenty warning
about the risks of drinking.
It was at least the second such death at
U.S. universities and colleges this semester. In August, a student died at a fraternity at Louisiana State University after a
night of drinking.
"People think that once a student completes high school and enters college, he or
she can make intelligent decisions," said
Raymond Richmond Jr., director of the
Interdisciplinary Alcohol and Drug
Studies Center at Jackson State University
in Mississippi.
"That is not the case in all situations.
You do have some students on various
' campuses who believe that nothing can
happen to them," he said.
Scott Krueger, 18, of Orchard Park,
N.Y., died late Monday, three days after he
was discovered unconscious in his basement room at MIT's Phi Gamma Delta fraternity house surrounded by vomit and
empty liquor bottles.
Paramedics re-started Krueger's heart,

but he never recovered from a coma.
The medical examiner said Tuesday he
died of an alcohol overdose.
A clean-cut, three-letter athlete who
graduated in the top 10 of the 325 students
in his high school class, Krueger had
attended a party at the fraternity earlier
that night where he was paired off with a
"big brother," and alcohol was served,
school officials said.
"You'd think people here would be
smarter than that. But in some cases, tragic
things just happen," said John Fries, 18, an
MIT freshman.
Police have begun a criminal investigation and licensing authorities in Boston,
where the fraternity is located, have
charged it with serving alcohol to minors,
allowing an overdose of alcohol and other
violations.
That could cost the house its dormitory
license. MIT also has suspended Phi
Gamma Delta from participating in campus social activities.
Students said Phi Gamma, known as
"Fiji," promoted an image of itself as MIT's
"Animal House" frat. Several said they
had been offered beer there during the
freshman summer rush week, despite university regulations banning alcohol at the
event.
"Maybe I should have reported it back
then, but I didn't think it was a big deal,
because drinking goes on everywhere,"
said one MIT senior.
Officers of the MIT chapter and the fraternity's national headquarters declined to
comment.

OAK National
Leadership Honor
Society

Assault
continued from page 3

Not all audience members reacted positively to the program. Some students
laughed when the word "penis" was mentioned on stage and others left halfway
through the presentation.
C.A.R.E. has presented "Rape lb NUI
Sex" for four years. Previously, speakers
were featured, but this year, C.A.R.E.
changed the format to a more theatrical
production, Hart said. In past productions,
speakers lectured audiences on sexual
assault, but this year, C.A.R.E. wanted to

make the show more accessible and real to
students.
The 40-member cast featured seven
Kappa Alpha Order brothers portraying
male characters. Female volunteers from
C.A.R.E. played the other 33 characters.
Troy Lane, a Kappa Alpha member,
portrayed a rapist in the show. "We've got
a long history of helping C.A.R.E.," he
said. "They're our local philanthropy."
Kappa Alpha has participated in the
program for the last three years.

Senate

continued from page 3

major a student pursues, all skills from the
program will be helpful in later life.
"The way clusters were designed was to
give variety in each package," Weeks said.
"The idea was to take all general classes
and make them fit together somehow."
Regarding the transfer of degree credits
into the General Education program,
Weeks said the contents of classes used for
transfer credit will come under greater
scrutiny by the Registrars Office. Students
may be required to provide a copy of the
class syllabus before JMU approves
transfer credit.
Also at the meeting:
• Partly in response to the April Faculty
Senate vote against the General Education
program, Wampler Hall Sen. Chris Neff
introduced a bill of opinion. The bill states,
"Be it resolved that the General Education
curricula be revisited by the administration in order to gain more useful input
and suggestions from both the faculty and
the students of James Madison

University." Senate will debate the bill at
next week's meeting.
• Senate nominated Secretary Kyle Wesson
for Mr. Madison. Mr. and Ms. Madison are
seniors chosen by the student body to
"embody the JMU spirit" at homecoming,
according to Vice President Andy
Sorensen. Major organizations may
nominate one candidate each.
• The Finance Committee introduced a
House Rules bill specifying procedure for
allocation of SGA funds to clubs. Some
senators said one rule, which would
restrict clubs to two monetary requests per
academic year, was unfair.
"I think in general [the restriction is)
unfortunate — clubs can't anticipate all
requests (they will havel" Commuter Sen.
Tim Emry said.
Senators also debated whether the
House Rules bill should originate from the
Finance Committee or the Internal Affairs
Committee. Senate referred the bill to
Internal Affairs.

m m a:

The Board of Visitors and

the President of James Madison University
and
the Dean, faculty and staff of
the College of Integrated Science and Technology
request the pleasure of your company
at the dedication

of the first CISATacademic building
on Friday, the third of October

Apphcanons Due
Tuesday, OcwheK 7
In TayloK 205

at 2 o 'clock
in the Auditorium
and to
tours and receptions
immediately following

Walking access across the bridge
Shuttle available from Godwin bus stop
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IN BRIEF

Oost of smoking
.Alaska's state cigarette tax jumped 71 cents pet* pacU. yesterday \o become, me
USA's highest, -Highest taxes per pack:
$LOO Alaska
32.5$ Washington
76$ A^assacKuset+s

* Honor Awareness Week, Warren Campus Center,
mailroom, 10 a.m.-3 p.m.

75$ Michigan

* Voting for the "Men of Madison" calendar, sponsored
by National Broadcasting Society, the commons,
10a.m.-2p.m.

74$ Maine*

* EARTH meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 309,5-6:30 p.m.
Details: Liz, x7877.

71$ Rhode Jslcmd

it Fellowship and dinner, Wesley Foundation, 5:30 p.m.
Details: Ben, 434-3490.
it Fellowship and praise, sponsored by Baptist Student
Union, BSU Center, 5:30 p.iri! Details: BSU Center, 4346822.

(Virginia is lowest at 2.5 cents.)

♦Effective H/l/97
Note: Local levies not included.

Source: USA Today

it New Life Singers, Wesley Foundation, 7 p.m. Details:
Ben, 434-3490.

THOMAS SCALA/«ra/>/i<« editor

it Prime Time, sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ,
Highlands Room, Warren Campus Center, 8 p.m.
it Stratford Players present "Blenders with Guns,"
Theatre II, 8 p.m. Details: Stratford Players, xl364.
it Religious discussionpresented by Muslim Students
Association, Taylor Hall, rm. 309,8 p.m. Details: Shabana,
433-7923.
it Live acoustic music performed by Scott Finney and
Kevin Hagie, Taylor Down Under stage, 8 p.m.
it Bible study, Wesley Foundation, 8:15 p.m. Details: Ben,
434-3490.

FRIDAY
it Rosary group, sponsored by Catholic Campus
Ministry, CCM House, 7:15 a.m. and 10:15 a.m. Details:
Kara, 433-5340.
it Breakdancing Club meeting, Godwin Hall, rm 137,
4-6 p.m. Details: Kevork, 434-6989.
it Hunger & Homelessness Awareness Dinner and
Discussion, sponsored by CCM, CCM House, 5 p.m.
it Bible study, sponsored by Baptist Student Union, BSU
Center, 7 p.m. Details: BSU Center, 434-6822.
it Stratford Players present "Blenders with Guns,"
Theatre II, 8 p.m. Details: Stratford Players, xl364.
it Danial Clark live on stage, Taylor Down Under stage,
8 p.m.

SATURDAY
it Hispanic Folkloric Ballet, presented by the Center for
Multicultural Student Services, Wilson Hall, 6 p.m.
Details: CMSS,x6636.
* Mass, sponsored by CCM, CCM House, 6 p.m. Details:
Christine, 574-0534.
it Holy Smoke, Seventh Heaven and friends perform at
the Comer Coffeehouse, 8 p.m.
• Stratford Players present "Blenders with Guns,"
Theatre II, 12 a.m. Details: Stratford Players, xl364.

SUNDAY
it Mass, sponsored by CCM, Grafton-Stovall Theatre,
11 a.m. and 5 p.m. Details: Christine, 574-0534.
♦ Sunday Supper, sponsored by CCM, CCM House,
6:30 p.m. Details: Kara, 433-5340.
♦ Contemporary worship service, Wesley Foundation,
7 p.m. Details: Ben, 434-3490.

Make no beef about it — genetics
experiment makes cows muscular

Theater kisses good-bye showing of
"Kiss the Girls" after complaints

CLAY CENTER, Neb. — Move over, Michael Jordan
and company. There are some bigger, leaner "bulls" in
town. And they have muscles even Arnold Schwarzenegger would envy.
Cows are being altered genetically to produce largerthan-life muscles. As a result, the cattle have less bone,
less fat and 20-40 percent more muscle.
That could be good news for producers and consumers,
said Tim Smith, researcher at the Roman L. Hruska U.S.
Meat Animal Research Center near Clay Center.
In May, scientists began the genetic experiments with
mice. The work involved a gene called myostatin that
regulates muscle growth.
Researchers found interfering with the gene caused
muscles to enlarge greatly, Smith said.
In a cooperative effort, the Meat Animal Research
Center and New Zealand researchers began similar
procedures with Belgian Blue and Piedmontese cattle in
Europe.
Both breeds naturally have large muscles from a
condition called double muscling. Researchers wanted to
see if they could make those muscles larger through
genetic altering.
Belgian Blue cows deliver calves by caesarean because
the calves are so muscular, Smith said.
Piedmontese cattle are about the size of normal cows
with less dramatic muscles than the Belgian Blues. After
genetic altering, some of these muscular cattle have been
slaughtered at around 1,000 pounds.
The muscle-bound cows are normal in most respects,
Smith said. Although the cattle look like they're on
steroids, they're not.
—AP/newsfinder news service

FREDERICKSBURG — A theater chain has decided
against showing a film about a serial killer who preys on
young women in a part of central Virginia where three
girls were abducted and slain.
RC Theaters said Friday it will not show "Kiss the
Girls" in its Fredericksburg-area cinemas after complaints
from a resident that the movie hits too close to home.
Sofia Silva, 16, disappeared from the front step of her
house last September. In May, sisters Kristin Lisk, 15, and
Kati Lisk, 12, vanished from their house moments after
returning from school.
All three girls lived in Spotsylvania County and their
bodies were found in creeks within 40 miles of their
homes. Investigators said a serial killer is probably
responsible.
In the film, Morgan Freeman stars as a Washington
police detective who discovers his niece has disappeared
from college. When he arrives in Durham, N.C., to
investigate, he learns police already are investigating the
deaths of seven other girls and are searching for two
more.
The movie is due for wide release Friday, though
previews have played in theaters for several weeks. The
film is based on a "best-selling book of the same title by
James Patterson.
John Epperly, district manager for RC Theaters, said
he reviewed the film's script after someone complained.
Aware of the community's feelings, Epperly called
officials at the theater chain's headquarters in
Reisterstown, Md. He said officials with the chain and the
film's distributor, Paramount, quickly agreed to pulling it
from theaters in Fredericksburg area and Culpeper.
mcAP/newsfinder news service

Preview

Coming soon to the Breeze.. .

Style: Review of the comedy group "Cillia" Oct. 6
Sports: All about Nelson Garner, the punter for JMU's football team
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Face Off: NBC fires Marv Albert
Termination of Albert too harsh
compared to treatment ofathletes

Albert ruined his reputation and
NBC's; NBC right to fire him

— Andrew Foldenauer

— Kelley M. Blassingame

After NBC sportscaster Marv Albert pleaded guilty
to assault and battery charges last week, his tenure
with NBC as the voice of NBA telecasts was quickly terminated. Was NBC right to fire Albert because of a
guilty plea to a misdemeanor? Probably not.
Albert lives in a world where justice makes no sense as
far as sports are concerned. Granted, Albert is
guilty and his kinky sex life is now
exposed, but is that grounds for termination? If Albert were a professional athlete he would have
received a slap on the wrist and
continued playing. The sports
world is hypocritical and leads us
to believe athletes are above the
law.
Take Lawrence Phillips, running
back for the St. Louis Rams. He's had more
than one run-in with the law. While in college at
Nebraska, Phillips dragged his girlfriend down a flight of
stairs, threw her to the floor and hit her in the head. He
received a six-game suspension and later helped guide the
Cornhuskers to a national championship. A year later,
Phillips was pulled over one night and charged with driving drunk. Yet, he still graces the fields of the National
Football League.
There are plenty of others who have had run-ins with
the law: Bam Morris, Allen Iverson and some of my
beloved Dallas Cowboys. But in all of these situations,
owners and general managers stood behind their players
and supported them as they underwent counseling or
treatment. But Dick Ebersol, president of NBC sports, fired
Albert just hours after his guilty plea.
Who know why Albert didn't get a slap on the wrist
and a minor suspension from Ebersol? There is one thing
that is certain: Albert is an announcer who deserves a
chance to get his life back together and return courtside
along Bill Walton with a microphone in his hand.

Once I heard of the incident in which NBC sportscaster Marv Albert was charged with forcible
sodomy, I thought he should have been fired right
away. To fire him once he pleaded guilty to a misdemeanor of assault and battery is simply a justice long overdue.
There is a saying that your reputation is your
greatest asset. NBC Sports obviously took
this statement to heart, as they should
have. I knew when I first heard the
news of the trial Albert would be
fi-ed. The publicity was too great
ai i the charges were too serious for
N C to turn away and ignore it for
loi *. Granted, Albert is a talented
sportscaster and enjoyed a great
mount of fame because of it. But you
can't face the kind of charges he did, plead
guilty and stil1 expect to come to work in the
morning. There comes a time when you have to pay for
your actions. And in this case, probation and a fine
weren't going to do the trick.
The nature of the crime itself is not one the public takes
lightly. Sexual assault in any form is a serious crime —
more so than driving under the influence or speeding.
Had the charges been less severe, NBC (and the public)
would probably have been more forgiving of Albert, and
he most likely would have kept his job.
However, if Albert had returned to his position at
NBC, he would have been tarnished in the eyes of the
public. No longer would he just be a talented sportscaster;
he would become the man who assaulted a woman in his
hotel room one night. He would never be ceen in the same
light, and therefore NBC's decision to fire him was the
right one. There's another saying that you have to reap
what you sow. Albert should have taken this statement to
heart.

Andrew Foldenauer is a soplwmore health sciences major.

Kelley M. Blassingame is a junior SMAD major and the
opinion editor.

Dart...
A "hire-more-help" dart to Campus Postal
Services for taking so long to distribute campus mail.
Sent in by a student who waited three weeks before
she finally received a letter she'd been expecting.

Pat...
A "you-guys-are-awesome" pat to the brothers of
Sigma Chi for supporting Mercy House and bringing
the Greek community together with Derby Days.
Sent in by Alpha Phi's who appreciate all the hard
work you 'we put in.

Dart...
An "it"s-not-the-same" dart to PC Dukes for
replacing Mello Yello with Surge.
Sent in by a student who can tell the difference and
likes Mello Yello better.
W%*m +
MTmM'wm • •

A "thanks-for-the-jump" pat to the graduate
student who started my car Sunday night in the rain.
Sent in by a student who was able to drive home
because of you.
•

Dart...
A "thanks-a-lot" dart to the girl who was supposed
to give me a ride home Tuesday night but left me
waiting at Zane Showker and never showed up.
Sent in by a student who had to walk all the way to
Southview and is going to remember that the next
time you need a ride anywhere.

Editorial Policy

JAMES

MADISON

Kristen Heiss <•. editor
Laura L. Wade . .. managing editor
Kelley M. Blassingame . . . opinion editor

UNIVERSITY

Letter* to the editor should be no more than 500 words, columns should be no more
than 800 words, and both will be published on a space available basis. They must be
delivered to TJK Breetr by noon Tuesday or 5 p.m. Friday.
T7* Bfeezf reserves the right to edit for clarity and space.
The opinions in this section do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the newspaper,
this starT, or James Madison University.

Pat...
A "special-thank-you" pat to all who participated
in Thursday's blood drive. The donors, American
Red Cross staff and the brothers of Alpha Kappa Psi
all helped make it a success.
Sent in by an Alpha Kappa Psi member who
appreciates all your effort and support.
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OP/ED
Students plead their case to community
Much has been said lately about the
issue of re-zoning Old Town
Harrisonburg so future buildings
will not be used as boarding houses. As
residents of Old Town Harrisonburg for
the past four years, we would like to
express our opinions on this topic. We
have seen the actions of JMU students over
the past several
years. Some of
these students
have been immature in their
ways, but others — Nate Underwood
have been ideal
residents within the community. With
JMU in Harrisonburg, some have said the
growth of population and density in some
areas has gotten out of hand.
City Councilman John Byrd said in the
Sept 22 issue of The Breeze, "Student housing should be in areas that are being built
for that purpose instead of being spread
around to areas that are not . . . This is a
density issue. There are other people moving into this community that need housing." Many long-term Harrisonburg residents will support Byrd's point of view,
but not us.
First, to address Byrd's remarks, why
should the City of Harrisonburg be
allowed to discriminate on the basis of
age? Why does he feel it is necessary to
make harsh generalizations toward the

student population of the Harrisonburg
community? As for his statement concerning "... other people moving into this
community . . .," why should others take
priority over the preexisting, tax-paying
residents who may just happen to be students?
Second, JMU has done a great deal for
this community
in the past
decade. Many
local business
establishments
and John Hughes rely on students
for employment
that local citizens cannot fill. It is because
of the growing student population and the
quality of education that JMU offers mat
more businesses realize the potential of
Harrisonburg and are attracted to the area.
This brings more capital, tax revenue and
quality employment to Harrisonburg.
Third, in the Sept. 25 issue of The Breeze,
"local author-historian" Bob Alotta stated
his point of view on JMU students. He
said, "[JMU students) are not, as a cloying
university administration calls them, the
best and the brightest. In fact, they are
nothing more than youngsters who have
never been held accountable for their
actions." Alotta needs to recognize these
"youngsters," do much for this community. Just to list a few: Adopt a Highway,
Special Olympics, March of Dimes and

Breeze Reader's View

MDA drives. Why must he and similarly
minded citizens always look at what is
wrong with young adults, and not what
they are doing to help others within the
community? Alotta also strikes out at the
parents of the JMU students saying, "[The
students'] parents' generation sees nothing
wrong in experimenting with drugs, alcohol, or sex. After all, they also experimented." We hate to tell you Mr. Alotta, but this
is the 1990s and times have changed since
you were a college-aged adult. There are
problems today with alcohol and drug
abuse, but you make it seem as though it is
common practice. There are numerous
seminars and programs available to combat these problems. As members of the
younger generation, we try to treat these
people rather than throw stones at them,
as you appear to do.
Finally, the opportunity for students to
Kve in houses located in the Old Town district allows for a cooperative benefit. On
the students' side, it gives them a realworld education and experience they need
in the future as home owners and responsible citizens. As for landlords and the rest
of the neighboring community, it provides
a business opportunity and a chance for
residents and students to have a mutual
relationship.
We have gained from our experience of
living in Old Town and being neighbors
with our landlord. We have gained

responsibility and experience through
interacting with him and working with
him in managing our property. We are just
one instance of this; there are many like us
who have benefited from living in Old
Town Harrisonburg, surrounded by the
citizens of this community.
In conclusion, we are JMU students,
but we are also residents of this community. We have lived here for four years as
active community members. We have held
jobs, paid taxes and done our part for the
community. Limitations should not be set
upon us because of the actions of a vast
minority. We have had a beneficial experience in living closer to Harrisonburg citizens and want students to to share this
experience in the future. JMU is the backbone of Harrisonburg as well as the future.
To discriminate against the lifeblood of a
community will be detrimental to the
growth of future commerce and population.
At the end of his column, Alotta stated,
"It's time for the citizens of Harrisonburg
to take back our town. Let's begin now to
restore our neighborhoods." We would
rather say, "Let JMU students and administration and Harrisonburg citizens come
together and create better neighborhoods
and one strong community."
Nate Underwood and John Hughes are
senior CIS majors.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Columnist's remarks about lack of
information on violence wrong; JMU
does its part to keep students aware
To the Editor.
I read "Students need better information on violence"
by guest columnist Julie Ruffo in Monday's Breeze with no
small sense of concern. But in response, I welcome this
opportunity to inform Breeze readers.
The university has made many comprehensive, collaborative efforts to inform its public. There is "Police Log" in
each issue of The Breeze-and the frequently-updated
"Police Log" on the Public Safety home page
(http://www.jmu.edu/pubsafety/index.htm). There are
also programs that teach self-defense awareness for
women and crime prevention programs in dorms and in
off-campus housing.
We have Campus Assault ResponsE, the Counseling
Center, the sexual assault education coordinator and peer
mentoring — all to help students be more aware of safety
issues. Campus police officers are trained to deal with victims of sexual assault-related trauma. Rockingham
Memorial Hospital has a Sexual Assault Response Team,
as well as other community based groups such as Citizens
Against Sexual Assault, First Step and Mercy House.
On campus, we have the cadet escort service, and the
public safety department participates in panel discussions
about violence and victimology.
We now publish the number of "third-party reports" of
sexual assaults and those officially reported to the police
in the "Right to Know" document that can be picked up in
Shenandoah Hall. Also, we report on the number of larcenies, arsons, drunk in public arrests and drunk driving
arrests, none of which we are required to relay under the
federal Campus Crime Act.
We report on incidents resulting in judicial referrals.
We go the extra mile reporting on things involving students off campus. We make an extra effort to compile and

report statistics of crimes occurring off-campus such as
crimes at off-campus fraternities. If we are guilty of anything, it is providing too much information through
awareness programs, electronic bulletin boards, sensitivity
and support groups, timely articles and "Police Log"
I am not discounting true victimization or minimizing
its insidious and long-lasting effects or internal scars. I am
just trying to put some of this in perspective. Continually
stereotyping administrators as evasive and vague, saying
that too little information is provided, doesn't make it
true. Or perhaps I am wrong. In today's milieu of misperceptions of reality, maybe it does.

We live in an age of broad assumptions and demonizations of administrators or police officials. There is a point
when we are responsible for our own well-being. It is
important to report uninvited physical invasions, and it is
our duty to keep ourselves informed.
Alan MacNutt
director of public safety

"Rape IS NOT Sex" audience members
rude and disrespectful to speakers
To the Editor:
This letter is in response to the audience at the "Rape
IS NOT Sex" program sponsored by Campus Assault

ResponsE Tuesday night. I was embarrassed to be a part
of it. This is not to all the audience members, but the
majority who sat in the back rows of Wilson Hall who giggled, made rude comments, whistled at the women on
stage and complained, "When will this whole thing be
over? This is so dumb!"
I believed that as college students we would have the
maturity to not giggle when the word penis is mentioned,
yet men and women behind and in front of me did. A
man on stage narrated a story in which a person was
raped and forced to perform oral sex on an intruder. He
said, "I was forced to suck his penis." While many people
in the audience laughed at the word penis, I heard a male
in the audience make a comment along the lines of, "Suck
my penis!"
Another male seated near me whistled at one of the
women on stage when she spoke. Women and men
behind me in.the audience groaned many times when a
new speaker appeared,on stage. I heard one female complain, "I just don't get this!" People walked out early, talking on their way out the door.
I do not understand how any person in the audience
can find the stories of rape to be funny or boring. I am
sickened at the thought that survivors of rape sat in the
audience among people who were blatantly disrespectful.
This production was supposed to affect people emotionally and mentally, teach people and help survivors, friends,
sisters, boyfriends and brothers.
This was never organized by C.A.R.E. to be a waste of
anyone's time or to be an amusing show. I think those of
you who giggled, complained and whistled need to stop
and think about your behavior, and contemplate how you
would feel if you or someone you know had been the one
who was raped.
AmyKagan
Junior
psychology
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Stevie Ace Flores.
Killed by a drunk dnvc
on March 23,1993, on Pacific Coast
Highway in Wilmington, Calij.
If you don't stop your friend
from driving drunk, who will?
Do whatever it lakes
FRIENDS DONT LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.
US Dtoatm«n|o! Transportation
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BREAST AND
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MONTH
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OCTOBER 3:
Aerobic I lappy I luur
UREC 5 - 6|>III.
OCTOUER 8:
Brown- Bag- Lunch presentation by Mary Holding
"What do you do after you find a lump
in your breast?"

Women's Resource Center 12-lpni.
OCTOBER 6 and 9:
Lcam Self Examination for Breast and Teslicular
Cancer. Open to Students.
l:30-3:30pm University Health Center.
OCTOUER 13 and 16:
Lcam Self Examination for Breast and Teslicular
Cancer. Open to Faculty/Staff.
1:30- 3:30pm University Health Center.
1t?f

OCTOBER 22:
Presentation on Teslicular Cancer by Bruce Taylor
6-7pm in Taylor 309.
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OCTOBER 29:
Video presentation and inf. table.
4-dpin in (he UREC Atrium
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For details call X 6177
Pink ribbon distribution,
provided by' ZTA
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'Sylvia,' asks: who is man's best friend?
by Garret Piekney
contributing writer
Nothing is as sacred as
the
relationship
between a man and
his dog. Or, so the
man and dog would have us
believe. "Sylvia," now at LatimerShaeffer Theatre, humorously
corrects this assumpbon from a
perspective most wouldn't consider — the man's wife.
A. R. Gurney's "Sylvia,"
received critical acclaim, and had
a popular run on Broadway in
1995. Under the direction of Tom
King, professor of theatre, seniors
Vince Terlep, Kristin Hathaway,
Kate McDermott and Tom Reed
have successfully transplanted
this highly entertaining play to
JMU.
Greg (Vince Terlep) and Kate
(Kate McDermott) are a middleaged couple who have recently
moved to the city from the suburbs. The last of their children
has left for college and both
respond to their new circumstances in different ways. Kate
returns to school, receives her
masters degree, and begins teaching Shakespeare to inner-city jr.
high students. Greg becomes
increasingly despondent over the
direction of his career. While in
the park, Greg discovers a stray

dog who wears a nametag with
only her name, Sylvia. Instantly
committed to the dog, Greg takes
her home and they wait for Kate.
And so the play begins.
From the beginning of the
first scene, the humor is instantaneous. The dialogue between
Greg and Sylvia reflects the relationship between an adoring
master and a worshipful pet.
However, these exchanges are
made all the more quirky
because the audience sees the
dog as Greg sees her — as a
woman.
"If s an odd twist on a love
triangle, except in this case the
'other woman' isn't a woman but
a dog," "Sylvia" director Tom
King said. "But if s really important that it looks like a woman,
and I think that that's part of the
humor."
The seemingly boundless
mutual love Greg and Sylvia
(Kristin Hathaway) have for one
another is source of ongoing tension for Kate. She rejects Sylvia's
attempts at friendship and strives
to keep her husband's excessive
devotion in check.
As for Greg, he views Sylvia
as a conduit for a greater connection with the world. Kate relates
to her friend:
KATE: "He says that with
Sylvia, he meets all sorts of peo-

JVLKHmUAAVSOWsiaff photographer

Kristin Hathaway and Kate McDermott grapple with one another in A. R. Gurney's "Sylvia." The light
hearted comedy is at Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre through Saturday.

pie, from all walks of life. He says
he's having a truly democratic for
the first time in his* life." PHYLLIS: "I thought Greg was a
Republican." KATE: "He was!
He used to be."
Kate adroitly delivers these
and other tensely spoken lines.
Her exasperation is cleverly
punctuated at the end of such

scenes by her quoting appropriate passages of Shakespeare.
The cast all equally contribute
to the entertaining and lighthearted atmosphere of the play.
Tom Reed, who plays the three
other characters in the play, has
one of the more unique acting
challenges in the play — he plays
the roles of two women.

"My wife said that I looked
like my older sister when 1 was
onstage playing Phyllis, so since
then, I sort of thought of my sister when playing the character,"
Reed said.
"Sylvia" is at Latimer-Shaeffer
Theatre, 8 pm., Thursday-Saturday.
Tickets are $6 general admission, $5
with jAC Card.

In and Out' brings belly laughs
by Brent Bowles
staffwriter
A good, hearty comedy is hard to come by these days.
Even some of the most talented comedians — Jack
Lemmon, Walter Matthau, Eddie Murphy — have recently delivered rather blah efforts that proved unable to elicit
a good old belly laugh. So we must all thank Kevin Kline
for delivering a smashing performance in the at-times
uproarious but also uncomfortably contradictory "In &
Out."

REVIEW

**ii
Inspired by Tom Hanks's 1993 Oscar acceptance
speech, during which he prominently thanked his
already-outed high school drama teacher, "In & Out"
delivers zingers left and right due in no short measure to
the performance of Kline, one of this generation's most
gifted and underrated comics. Having only won a single
Oscar (for "A Fish Called Wanda" in 1988), "Kline rarely
receives his due for dozens of smashing comic and dramatic performances, but with the public nature (and box
office performance) of "In & Out," Kline may finally get
noticed.
Howard Bracket! (Kline) is a popular high school
English teacher just one week away from his wedding;
he's getting hitched to another English faculty member
(played by one of film's most annoying actresses, Joan
Cusack). And to top off the week, one of his former students, Cameron Drake (Matt Dillon), wins an Oscar.
Declaring gratitude to Brackett in his acceptance speech,
he notes, by the way, that his old prof is gay.
Naturally, chaos ensues, as the media swarms on the
little town of Greenleaf, Ind., fueled by the controversy of
this gay man's apparent marriage and his role as a teacher

(cries one reporter, "should homosexuals be allowed to
handle fruits and vegetables?"). This, of course, throws his
fiancee and parents (Wilford Brimley and Debbie
Reynolds) into a tizzy. Brackett grapples with his masculinity (the sequence with Kline and the "Exploring Your
Masculinity" self-help tape is alone worth the price of
admission) and deflects advice from slick and openly gay
television reporter played by Tom Selleck.
The script, by "Addams Family" writer Paul Rudnick,
is filled with great humor and sharp wit, but its construction leaves a little to be desired. The aforementioned wedding takes place only halfway into this 90-minute movie,
and the rest is spent with Kline running the gamut of emotion with family, friends and colleagues in tow.
The most disturbing thing is that for the first half of the
film we are laughing at Kline's attempts to escape those
so-called homosexual idiosyncrasies (wavy hands and so
forth); the homophobic town is not the source of the
humor so much as the way Brackett is afraid of their ignorance. We are in essence laughing at the purported silliness of gay men.
The second half of the picture audaciously asks us to
feel proud as the townies overcome their prejudices, and
at the high school's graduation (a soft-lit, disgustingly
corny scene), Brackett is vindicated. We should now be
happy and accepting of gay men, and finally the homophobic attitudes that still remain are the blunt of a scant
few jokes. Perhaps this inconsistent tone is due to the multiple rewrites and test screenings the comedy went
through prior to its release. It's that uncomfortably fitting
dichotomy which keeps "In & Out" from completely
melding together into the completely successful comedy it
could be.
The true joy of watching "In & Out" comes from
Kline's comic performance, which wavers from high slapstick to gentle reflectivity. He succeeds in creating a believable character struggling with himself, and performs with
such gusto that it is easy to ignore what's going on around
Brackett, and just enjoy the man's journey.

MOVIE TRIVIA
Name the following:
•Title of the movie
•Character(s) who said the quote

'The greatest trick the
devil ever played was
convincing the world he
didn't exist."
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LEVEL OF DIFFICULTY: 0 £
SCALE OF DIFFICULTY:
One kernel Two kernels Three kernels Four kernels
Easy
Medium
Hard
Difficult
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Want to study abroad
Summer '98, Fall'98, or Spring '99?
Then plan now!!!
Deadlines for JMU's summer and semester programs for next year
are approaching soon!!
Early admission deadline:
November 15, 1997
Regular admission deadline: February 1, 1998
Not sure what is involved in applying? Call the Office of International
Education at x6419, or visit our website at www.jmu.edu/intl-ed

Sept. 29-Oct.3
October 6-10

Fall Study Abroad Fair Prize Winners:
Hostelling International
France RailPass - Kammi Kwolek
Jansen Backpack -- Dominique Wirth

Mondays l-6pm
Tues-Fri 10am-6pm
Taylor Room 305

Council Travel:
Round-trip ticket to London - Winners will be announced in next week's
Breeze!
For more information on study, work, volunteer, or travel abroad, contact the JMU Office of
International Education, Hillcrest House 2nd floor, x64l9, lntl_ed@jmu.edu,
v.jmu.edu/Intl-ed

questions?
callx6541

COUL
JOIN THE

UREC STAFF AND PUT

U IN REC!

Receptionist
Fitness Assessment

Equipment Center Assistant.

CCUtNES
•••••••*

i ■> «

Intramural Site Manger
Marketing Assistant [Specialized in HTML)
*Pick up and return applications to the Welcome Desk. Any questions? Call x8700.

CCTOGBP
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Where the books are: secondhand shopping
I have an underlying motive for writing
this column. It gives me a plausible
excuse for doing extra field research on
one of my favorite topics, which I'm finally
getting around to writing about: used
bookstores. More specifically, used books
in Harrisonburg.
About a month ago, an excited whisper
was going around: A new used bookstore just
opened in Harrisonburg! There hasn't been
one here since Beehive Books' brief existence some years back
— a small place at the
edge of downtown
where I found (and can
still quote) a $7
Riverside Shakespeare,
among other prizes.
So we used booklovers have found some
good substitute sources,
so I'll start with those before getting
around to The Open Book.
Even without books, Encore
Consignments, on South Main Street,
owned by Nancy Jerome, is a fun place,
especially on rainy days. It's only after
wandering through a labyrinth of furniture, dishes, golf balls, perfume bottles,
bowling shoes, handbags. Power Rangers
as well as a small forest of polyester and
lame-clad clothes racks that one finds the
shelves and shelves of books.
The day I visited, employee Alexander
Bushell responded with great enthusiasm
to my request for a look around. Bushell,
originally from Boston, buys and organizes books for the store. "People are
already calling me The Bookman' around
town."

"There is no average book-buyer here,"
Bushell says. He cites fiction and romance
as the major sections of the shop. He is
building a display of rare Western and science fiction paperbacks ranging in price
from $1 to $5.
There is the usual: Sydney Sheldon,
James Michener, Judy Blume. There are
boxes of 25 cent and $1 romances. There is
also the unusual: a copy of Frank Lloyd
Wright's The Living City, Harold Pinter's
Complete
Works,
Volume 1, books in
French and German
and a good amount
of
philosophical
works.
Besides their
low-priced books,
Encore Consignments
also has a free book
rack outside on Saturdays.
On the other side of Main Street,
Downtown Books has occupied an out ofthe-way spot under the parking deck since
1983 (the store opened in 1976 in a small
brick building around the corner from
Spanky's). Though the store primarily sells
new books, greeting cards, posters and calendars, owner Bob Schurtz estimates he
has about 1,000 used books on the shelves.
I have never been in Downtown Books
when Schurtz hasn't been sitting in his
office, a crowded cubicle at the poster-covered glass front of the store. A bumper
sticker on his file cabinets reads "Don't tell
me what kind of a day to have," and his
specialty bookmarks feature a skeleton
with the words "Read or die," but these
statements seem out of context with

Schurtz's quiet and generally cheerful
composure.
"A book is worthless unless you're
reading it," Schurtz says. "I try to get them
out in the hands of people who might read
them." All of his used books are brought to
the store by people trying to get rid of
them. Schurtz says he's even arrived in the
morning to find bags of books left at the
front door.
Schurtz's shelves hold probably the
largest variety of used books to be found
downtown. His prices range from 10 cent
and 25 cent paperbacks to some $4.50
hardbacks, plus free books and magazines
outside every day.
Inside, I noted Banana Yoshimoto's
Kitchen, Doris Lessing's The Wind Blows
Away Our Words and a Don Cusic biography of Randy Travis. There is a copy of
Frank Deford's Alex: The Life of a Child
sandwiched (pardon the pun) between
Evor Parry's The International Cheese Recipe
Book and Ethel Mayer's The Hamburger
Cookbook. Schurtz also carries a large collection of Star Trek books for $2 and $2.50
each.
In addition to these two shops, the
Rockingham Public Library on Newman
Avenue, the Salvation Army Store on High
Street and Gift and Thrift (a nonprofit store
managed by Ken and Deb Layman) on
North Main Street have smaller selections
of used books.
Harrisonburg's only true used bookstore, The Open Book, is not easy to find. It
shares a building with the Amoco station
on the corner of Main and Gay Streets.
Open since July 26, The Open Book is
not a "musty" sort of bookstore that "you

go in and sneeze," according to owner
Clair Hinckley. Though I admit musty
bookstores are my favorite kind, I like The
Open Book for other reasons (not the least
of which is that it has a resident cat,
Charlie, a necessity for any good bookstore). Hinckley, who has an M.A. in comparative literature and a Ph.D. in psychology, has created a bright, education-oriented space within the bookstore, and is in the
process of establishing a learning center
upstairs.
"We wanted it to be really fresh and
clean," Hinckley said. "I wanted people to
be able to sprawl on the floor." The store is
bright with primary colors: blue bookshelves and carpets, red cartons of books,
yellow and blue signs designating book
topics and children's toys in the back of the
shop.
The wide variety of books (classics,
bestsellers, children's books, a "true crime"
shelf labeled in cutout magazine letters) is
in excellent condition and range in price
from half-price paperbacks to $3-5 for
hardbacks and occasional books for a few
dollars more.
Employee Whitney Walling, a psychology graduate student at JMU, tells me
about the monthly book and writers clubs
the store sponsors, the club is "something
beyond what the university would offer,"
Walling said.
Besides the paper merchandise, The
Open Book offers teacher's discounts and
coffee on Friday nights. Hinckley says, "I
want this to be a Mecca for people interested in books and ideas." She has certainly
come up with the right combination of
lures.

'Blenders with Guns' shoots away at Theatre II
by Chrystal Jones
contributing writer
//"ff you're pregnant or
have a weak heart or are
.prone
to
chronic
diarrhea, you might want to head
for the door right now," an actor
warns at the outset of senior
Andrew Costello's "Blenders
with Guns."
The play, showing at Theatre
II, is a two hour comedy romp
that
includes
audience
participation, funky costumes
and random one-liners.
"Blenders with Guns" loosely
follows the exploits of two
brothers, Rob and Larry (junior
Jason Duncan and senior Patrick
Blanchard), who are in their late
twenties and still living with
mom. The action of the play
centers around the brothers1
attempts to buy a place of their
own. They raise funds by
pick-pocketing unsuspecting
bystanders.
Although the play lacks a
coherent plot, the characters
remain consistent. Henry
(sophomore Rob Johanson), a
fifty-year-old whose only loves
are an inflatable doll and a can of
creamed-corn, tags along with
Rob and Larry, providing them
and the audience, with a constant
distraction throughout the play.
In one scene, Henry is chained to

I:

a wall in Rob and Larry's
basement. As the two brothers
converse, Henry occupies his
time by making huge cigarettes
and paper hats out of garbage on
the floor.
"[Henry'sJ kind of the essence
of the whole show," Johanson

said. "He's in a world of his own.
He's crazy and fun."
"Blenders with Guns" is a
series of random incidents
ranging from the open
monologue by the "playwright,"
which a different character plays
each night of the production, to

the
climactic
bowling
alley/wedding scene. Blanchard
said, "['Blenders with Guns'] is
askew from the mainstream
theatre experience. It's twisted
and wacky and incorporates a lot
of different theatre styles."
This is director Mark

ANGELA COSTANZO/contributing photographer

Patrick Blanchard (with gun) threatens Robert Wilson as Hillary Jaffe looks on in "Blenders with Guns."

Meadows
second
time
collaborating with Costello. One
might imagine conflicts arising in
a play where the playwright also
performs as an actor (under a
pseudonym), however, things
have gone pretty smoothly
according to Meadows a senior.
"I have the right sense to put
his words on stage," Meadows
said.
The production of the play
emphasizes a festive atmosphere.
Costumes range from Elvis ties to
old prom dresses to customlettered bowling shirts. Meadows
gave lighting and costume.
designers a great degree of
autonomy — his only request
was that "they use the script as
their guideline."
Meadows explained that these
guidelines involved staying true.
to the laws of "Blenders with
Guns" world. And what exactly
is this world?
"It a place where only one
supernatural event takes place,"
Meadows said. "All the other
action is ordinary. It's the way
that the characters think that is
not like our reality."
Or as playwright Costello said,
"The play is like sea monkeys."
"Blenders with Guns" is at
Theatre II Thursday-Saturday at 8
p.m. Additional showtimes are
Friday at midnight and Sunday at 2
p.m. Tickets are $3.
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Easter 1988. Age 6

Easter 1989. Age 7

SHENANDOAH VALLEY
REGIONAL AIRPORT

Expanding organization seeks responsible, highly motivated
individual to fill part time customer service/receptionist
position. Individual must possess strong communication
skills and the ability to handle multiple tasks. Previous
customer service and data entry experience preferred.
E.O.E. Qualified applicants are requested to submit their
resume to: Shenandoah Valley Regional Airport;
P.O. Box 125; Weyers Cave, Virginia 24486-0125.
No phone calls please.

Lorien Lea Denham.
Killed by a drunk driver on Good Friday, March 29,1991, at
College Park Drive and Hwv. 19 North in Meridian. Miss

If you don't stop your fnend from driving drunk, who will? Do whatever it takes.

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.

HEALTHY

THE ELLIOTT SCHOOL
OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

TAN IS THE
THE GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

FIRST SICjN
Of SKIN

/

Want a Competitive Edge?

CANCER.

The Elliott School offers career-oriented graduate
programs in:

IRONIC,
ISN'T IT?
The fact is, tanning can lead to
melanoma/skin cancer. So examine
yourself regularly. Look for blemishes
larger than a pencil eraser, multicolored or asymmetrical in shape.'

• International Affairs
• Science, Technology and Public Policy
• International Trade and Investment Policy
and six other specialized programs.
For more information, meet with an Elliott School
representative at the James Madison University
Graduate Fair in Phillips Hall Ballroom on October 9
from 11:00 - 3:00, or contact:

If you have any questions, see
your dermatologist.

**

*

o

fAADi
SPOT
MELANOMA/SKIN CANCER
EARLY
www.aad.org

Elliott School of International Affairs
The George Washington University
2013 G Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20052
(202)-994-7050
e-mail:.esiagrad@gwis2.circ.gwu.edu
Website:http://www.gwu.edu/~elliott/
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Funny man?
Southern comedian Vic Henley fails to garner big laughs
during performance Monday night show at PC Ballroom
by Jonathan Lekstutis
contributing rvriter
Take one part Southerner,
mix in a funny family
and a we're-better-thaneverybody New York
attitude, and you end up with
Vic Henley.

R i: v i K \v
About 45 students gathered in
PC Ballroom Monday to see
Henley, Southern comedian and
author of Things You'd Never
Expect a Southerner to Say. The
event is one of three comedy
shows University Program Board
sponsors this year said UPB
Public Relations Director Nicole
Henderson.
i
Jenny Perepletchikov, UPB
Comedy and Novelty Chair,
appeared excited before Henley
came on stage. "We wanted to
kick this year off with a bang, so
we bought in one of the best,"
Perepletchikov said.
The chips were fresh, the soda
was cold and the lighting was
dim as the audience waited for

Henley's appearance. The stage
had the classic comedy-club look
with a synthetic brick background.
As Henley came on stage, he
immediately mocked the brick
background, ridiculed an audience member for wearing a flannel shirt and then laughed at
himself for not getting laughs.
This interaction basically sums
up Henley's act. Self-chastisement, and mockery of the crowd
with the occasional college or
social joke made up the bulk of
his material.
During most of the performance, Henley poked fun at
southerners and himself. Most of
his jokes included southern cliches such as Wal-Mart jokes and
jokes about southern incest. After
targeting the south, Henley
harped his attention to New York.
He pointed out such cliches as
the Brooklyn Italians and the way
they speak. When a joke wouldn't go over well, Henley would
make fun of himself. ,
The social issues he tackled
were old and overused. Jokes
about Bill Clinton's sexual
harassment case and his broken

leg seemed stilted, as if he had
used the material before.
Some funny material centered
around Henley's own little
insights into the world. His joke,
"masturbation: we have the
answer to peace in our own
hands," went over well with the
crowd.
Other insights into sex such
as, "men orgasm; they sleep —
women climax; they talk," also
had people laughing. The key to
Henley's comedy seemed to lie in
his insights about little things
people do and are afraid to talk
about.
After the show Henley said he
gets most of his material from his
experiences with culture clash.
"Coming from Alabama and
then moving up to New York
makes for a big culture change,"
Henley said. "One definitely
views the world differently."
Henley also said most of the
material comes from his family.
He also added that he is more
of a "wise-ass" when he is offstage.
As to the future, Henley
hopes to produce his own independent films someday.

DEREK RODGERS/senior photographer

Comedian Vic Henley performed Monday at Club PC Henley's drew
his material from experiences with culture clash.

Harriott
Come learn about
exciting career opportunities.
When?

Tuesday, October 7th 6:00 - 7:30 PM

Where? Zane-Showker 106

*****ALL BUSINESS MAJORS WELCOME*****
Sponsored by Alpha Kappa Psi, Professional Business Fraternity and
The Professional Business Fraternity Council
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Fleeing a land

Divided
Hatija Begic and her
family came to the U.S.
from a Croatian refugee
camp nine months ago.
With painful memories of
their homeland, they begin
their lives anew.
By AMY JOSEPH

H

atija Begic celebrated her
26th birthday last week
— her first birthday in
America. Her last two
birthdays were spent in
refugee camps in Croatia.
Hatija grew up in Velika Kladusa, a city
in the Bosnian region of the former
Yugoslavia, rich with culture and beauty.
"We lived in peace," she said.
When President Marshall Tito, a communist leader, was in power from the
1950s to the late 70s he stressed the need
to be united, according to Hatija. People of
every religion and ethnic background
lived together. Women and men shared
the same opf>orrunities for education, and
people of different religiofis often intermarried.
When Tito died in 1980 the citizens of
Yugoslavia could not agree on one leader.
Bosnians, Serbs and Croations all wanted
their religions to rule. For the next decade,
these three factions disputed for control of
the country.
A Moslem president, Alija Izetbegovic,
was elected in 1990, he was only in office
for a few days before the fighting began.
Even for Bosnians, this war is difficult to
comprehend. There are so many different
views on why it started and what turned

brother against brother.
Hatija feels the war is both religious
and political. As cities burned in the fight
for religious territory, Hatija said,
President Izetbegovic screamed about
fighting for your country, while his children were safely out of the country.
"It was the wrong leaders at the wrong
times," Hatija said. "Everyone is guilty in
this war. I do not hate the man that killed
my brother. He is not guilty. We are all
guilty." She strongly feels all people
should look at each other as people, not as
religions. Hatija not only lost a brother in
the war but a home and a country.
One month after they were married
Hatija's husband, Fikret, had to go
to war. Men were forced to choose
between being soldiers or prisoners. This
policy was used by armies from each faction.
Then in August of 1994, Hatija and her
family were forced to leave their homes
and live in Serbian territory in Croatia for
three months. Finally, the Serbs told them
to go home, their city was free.
They returned to a city they barely recognized. Most houses were damaged. It
was the middle of December and there
was no water or heat. A 10 p.m. curfew

Hatijia Begic and her 22 month old son Tarik at their apartment in Bridgewater. "I see a lig

was imposed and enforced for their own
protection because Velika Kladusa was so
close to the front line.
During this time, Fikret was wounded
while fighting in the war. He had to sleep
in the snow for several nights as a bullet
wound in his leg worsened. By the time
he reached he and Hatija's home, he was
almost frozen.
Hatija and Fikret were able to remain in
their house until August 1995. One night
while sitting on their balcony, they noticed
neighbors walking hurriedly down the
street. "Something's going on," Fikret said.
"We have to leave." But Hatija refused,
she did not want to leave her home again.
The next morning, Hatija went to the
store and was confused by how few peo'ple were there. She returned to her house
and Fikret said, "the soldiers are coming."
Hatija, who was seven months pregnant at the time, was forced to walk four
miles as bombs chased thousands from
their homes. Hatija and Fikret were finally
picked up by some passers-by and drove
for about 20 minutes into Croatia until
they found their neighbors.
Everyone was searching for their families. "Have you seen my father?" "Where
is my sister?" They were able to find

Hatija's father, but her mother and sister
were still in Bosnia.
For a few nights they lived on the
streets of Croatia. Although Hatija was
pregnant, she still had to sleep in the grass
without any shelter or blankets. The
United Nations brought tents, and for

/ do not hate the man
who killed my brother.
He is not guilty. We are
all guilty.
>t

Hatija Begic
refugee from Velika Kladusr, Bosnia
three months they stayed in the refugee
camp. As winter set in, they moved. At the
new camp, families created shelter or slept
in the tents provided by the UN, but there
was no heat and little water.
As Hatija and Fikret prepared for the
birth of their child they spent all their
money on blankets and wood for heat. In
November, their son Tarik was born in a
hospital in Croatia, fairly close to the

•wm
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Non-profit group
welcomes refugees
to Harrisonburg
by Amy Joseph
contributing writer
The Refugee Resettlement Program is a non-profit organization that has
provided services for over a thousand refugees in the Shenandoah Valley.
The 10-year old project is well-respected and draws many secondary
migrants due to the job opportunities in Harrisonburg.
When refugees come to America, they do not have a choice where they go.
They are assigned to a locale and a sponsor there. However, once they are
placed they are free to move at their discretion. Secondary migrants are
refugees who move from their assigned location upon coming to America, usually to join family or friends. One drawback to refugees becoming secondary
migrants is they don't get sponsors after they relocate.
The State Department assigns cases to a number of organizations. Each case
is either an individual person or a family. They are assigned to organizations
by the State Department based on compatibility. The two regional organizations that serve Harrisonburg are Church World Services and Episcopal
Migration Ministries, which give cases to local agencies based on job placement
history.
Local projects such as RRP find sponsors for refugees. In Harrisonburg,
they are usually churches, —————————————
individuals or other iirr>i
•
• i
refugees. The sponsors pre
' HCVC IS YiO SpCClCll
vide housing and pay rent
. .
I
I .
i

for the first three months training needed to be a
while the clients find .
.
l
r
*J..I*.
employment
tutor, just a lot of creativity
AMY JOSEPH/conlribuling photographer
a light and happy future for my son," Hatija said.

I

refugee camp. But mother and son soon
had to return to the refugee camp. •
For another year, they lived in the horrible camp conditions, but they never
thought about how bad it was. "I would
rather live in the worst situation than go
home," Hatija said. Hatija did not want
Tarik to be hurt or Fikret to have to return
to war.
Refugees could leave the camp at any
• time — Hatija's sister chose to take her
three children home. Those who stayed set
up schools for the children and wrote messages of peace on their tiny houses. "Za
Mir" — "For Peace" — was written on
Hatija' father's house within the camp.
After a long period of waiting in the
camps, Hatija and her family got word that
they would be allowed to enter America.
They were informed of this one week
before they were scheduled to depart.
When the fire alarm sounds at
Hatija's work in the poultry
plant she cries as she waits for it
to end.
"Are you scared?" other employees ask.
She replies, "No, I am not scared. I am
remembering." Hatija remembers the air
raids that shared the same sound. Many

died before the warnings came to an end.
It is not fear that she feels, but sadness.
Hatija is not sure if she will ever return
to Bosnia. She said she feels her country
will never be the same, and most of her
friends are either dead or living in other
' countries. "There is so much hatred," she
said. "I don't want my son to go to school
and learn that you must hate people of
other religions."
Peace is trying to take hold in Bosnia,
but it will take time for people to forget
how their family and friends were killed.
"If you wake up one day and your family is dead you, are glad to be alive," Hatija
said. "But you wonder why you are not
dead, and you hate whoever it was that
killed your family."
• As she adjusts to America, Hatija is
extremely optimistic, "I see a light and
happy future for my son."
Tarik, who is almost two years old,
speaks- Bosnian and English through his
laughter. Hatija is working hard to
improve her English. She wants to go to
college as she planned to seven years ago
when the war started. She also wants
Americans to hear her story and understand the goodness of her country and the
tragedy of this war.

The majority of refugees
»
»
.
„
in Harrisonburg work in the CMu entMlSlClSm.
poultry plants while they
Mary Kimsey
learn English, according to
Department of Geography
Amy Headly, case worker
for the RRP. After they become fluent or master a working usage of English,
many go to school or find better jobs, she said. Often refugees were professionals in their homeland, but are faced with many obstacles once they come to
America that hinder them from continuing their professions. Accreditation is
often difficult and professional practice standards often do not transfer from
different countries.
RRP provides English as a Second Language tutors and citizenship classes.
Many JMU students volunteer to tutor in homes or schools. Mary Kimsey started a "semester experience" four years ago through the Geography Department
as an option in a cultural geography class. According to Kimsey, along with
their tutoring responsibilities students are required to keep a journal of their
experiences and conduct personal research to learn about their client's culture.
Headly, in collaboration with Kimsey, assigns student tutors to clients.
"The majority of the students have enjoyed tutoring and have established a
strong relationship with the client," she said. "There is no special training needed to be a tutor, just a lot of creativity and enthusiasm."
•
A refugee is eligible to become an American citizen after living in the
United States for five years. They must pass the dtizenship test by answering
correctly 12 out of 20 questions on basic American history. The test costs $25,
and if they do not pass, they can take it again for free.
The Wampler-Longacre Plant provides the classroom and textbooks for the
citizenship class and RRP provides the teachers. The class meets once a week
for eight to, 10 weeks in preparation for the citizenship test offered every other
month at the Dayton Learning Center.
The atmosphere of the small class is casual and friendly. The students excitedly participate and have a definite grasp of the material and also the English
language.
We don't rum refugees away from the class, but we like them to be able to
speak English because in order to pass the citizenship test they must be able to
speak with a fair degree of proficiency, Headly said.
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HOME DELIVERY
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don't believe
everything
you feel.

Caffeine Free Diet Coke, Sprite or
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Diet Coke or
Coca Cola Classic
12-Pack12-oz. Cans

Always Good. Always Fresh.
Always Kroner.

You'v '-"en pulled (rot' the world you once
knew. There's a reason for it. It's depression.
It's very prevalent. But it's also very treatable.
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Men lose overtime
squeeker to American
JMlTs Sigurjonsson and DuRoss shine, but
squad falls in sudden death period to Eagles
by Keith Feigenbaum
contributing writer
After beginning its season by winning
seven straight games and earning a No. 12
ranking in the nation, the JMU men's soccer team has dropped its last two games,
including a 3-2 overtime loss to American
University yesterday.
The 7-2 Dukes, who appeared to have
thoughts of their Sept. 26 loss to Wake
Forest University lingering in their minds,
never gained control against the highly
skilled Eagles. The Dukes were outshot 1812 by AU and generally outplayed on both
ends of the field.
Coach torn Martin attributed the recent
drop-off in his team's play to a lack of
maturity, especially in crunch time.
"It's a maturity thing," Lombardo said.
"We have to know where we are in the
game and what the situation is, even more
so in overtime."
The key situation for the Dukes came
2:10 into overtime when they were not
able to control the Eagles' transition into
JMU's defensive zone. This oversight lead
to the game-winning goal by American
forward Deryck Roberts.
The loss for JMU ended the squad's
dominance of American, which included a
10-4 series record and six straight wins for
the Dukes. JMU may also now find themselves knocked out of the nation's top 20
rankings for the first time this season. They
are currently ranked 18th.
But the results weren't all negative.
Freshman forward Ivar Sigurjonsson
proved a breath of fresh air for the Dukes,
scoring both goals, his third and fourth of
the season.
About his second goal, which tied the

game and sent it into overtime,
Sigurjonsson said, "(American goalie Jeff
Angelucci] was going to go for it, but then
he saw I was faster than him. I just
chipped it over his head."
Like coach Martin, Sigurjonsson saw
the Dukes' misjudgment in recognizing
the situation as their downfall in the overtime period. '
"The situation was OK," Sigurjonsson
said. "We could have finished it, [except
for] one mistake."
The game's outcome also overshadowed the strong performance of JMU
goalie Bill DuRoss.
DuRoss battled an
Soccer
onslaught of American
shots throughout the America
contest, collecting four
Top 20
saves and virtually
(as
of Sept 29)
keeping the Dukes in
the game.
1. Indiana 900
Despite a number of 1 St John's 80-1
positives, the Dukes' aSMU
6-1-0
inexperience and recent 4U.Va
6-1-2
troubles with Wake 5UCLA
740
Forest University have 6NC9ate 6-1-0
created a hole for the ZSGnha 4-1-1
team which will be dif- aUMd
61-1
ficult to escape.
ftftiferd
6-1-1
"Against Wake, we
7-20
were never into the KLDuke
UUofWash,6M
game, Martin said. "But
[Wake Forest and 12S»anfad 800
American] are two dif- laCaifara 5-1-1
14W&M 7-10
ferent kind of teams."
72-1
The Dukes will next 15 W
l&Gejghfcn
63-1
attempt to find their
way out of this hole at lZMaquafle 62-1
740
North
Carolina-1 iajMU
Wilmington in CAA HGeogaS 7-1-1
action, Saturday at 7. 2QWRsst 530

DYLAN BOUCHERLE/contributing photographer

Freshman Chad Porter puts a nasty move on an American defender during yesterday's 32
loss. Catch the Dukes in action Sunday when they host West Virginia University at 4 p.m.

ERIN KELLY /contributing photographer
Junior midfielder Christine Stouden sends a pass toward one of her teammates
during the Dukes' 2-1 overtime victory over George Washington University.

Dukes win a wild
one at GWs expense
Team sets JMU record with seventh straight win
shots, however, netted no results.
byjohnathanlsner
Coach Lombardo gave credit to the GW
contributing writer
defenders around the goal. "[The
When a team is in the midst of a recordColonials] baited long shots, and we took
breaking winning streak, sometimes victothe bait," Lombardo said.
ries can come in a weird way. Just ask the
Finally, with only 5:20 left in the game,
JMU women's soccer team.
Dukes' junior Lauren Stritzl took a beautiThanks to a George Washington
ful feed from senior Aimee Vaughan and
University defender inadvertently scoring
put the ball in the goal, knotting the game
in her own goal, the Dukes pulled off an
at 1-1.
overtime victory against the Colonials at
"[We were] bringing the ball to the endReservoir Street Field Wednesday, 2-1.
line — something that should've been
With the win, the Dukes improve to 7-2 on
done all game," Vaughan said of the
the season and set a new school record
game-tying goal.
with seven consecutive wins.
JMU nearly won the game with 58 secThe game was played in a very physionds left, but a goal was negated because
cal fashion. JMU came out of the gate
of an offsides call, sending the game into
strong, controlling the ball with precise ' sudden death overtime.
Soccer
passes. As a result, the offense kept the ball
JMU got a little help
at the Colonials' goal for most of the first
from lady luck — and
America
half.
from
the Colonial
Top 20
The Dukes were outstanding around
defense — as a cross in
(as of Sept 29)
the goal, manipulating the GW defense
front of the GW goal was
with good teamwork and ball handling,
deflected in the goal by 1.UNC
901
creating and reeling off shot after shot —
Colonial defender Selin ZIMDame 90-1
but to no avail. JMU had an unprecedentYavalar, ending the aTexasAfcM 6-10
ed 18 shots in" the first half to GW's lone
game and giving JMU 4Rxlhrd. 532
two shots.
the 2-1 win.
5U.Va
81-1
Despite the lack of GW's opportunities,
"The game was one
6SOara
70-1
it was a breakdown in the JMU defense
of the weirdest games
that led to the game's first goal, scored by
I've ever seen in my life," ZUCfam 940
acute
624
Colonial senior forward Chemar Smith
Lombardo said.
9.aarecn
7-20
with 1334 left in the half.
Junior
Therese
BUMd
642
After the goal, JMU seemed to lose
Wolden said "It was
some momentum, but according to JMU
frustrating because we 11 Florida 62-1
head coach David Lombardo, the squad
couldn't score, but I was ttW.Eoe* 7-20
^Nebraska 820
was not concerned.
glad to have the win."
"I was not worried in the first half,"
The Dukes' winning HHartford 610
Lombardo said.
streak will be on the line BGMU 613
The second half was much like the first
Sunday as the squad KW6M 730
with JMU pounding the ball at the goal
travels to Norfolk to take 17. Minnesota 8H
with no results. The squad took another
on Old Dominion 18SMJ
630
20 shots at the Colonial goal in the second
University. Game time is 19.UCLA 7-10
half, giving JMU 38 for the game. Those 38
1 p.m.
ZlUMaas 7-20
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^It's Dark
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Smoke Swirls
Music Pounds
______

Suddenly you are spotted
A beam of light

ate game o

cuts through
__

There are NO video screens, NO joysticks
You wear the equipment - YOU ARE THE GAME!
Come play in the Futuristic Galactic Arena filled with

space/^
~~P^C^_

/Vou race for
cover.

special lighting • sound effects • fog • lasers

1 game - $3.00 • Double Play Ticket - $5.00
4 Game discount ticket - $9.00 ^^

'^You've
entered a
new dimension

THURSDAY is COLLEGE NIGHT!
starts in October 9 pm - Midnight
Admission is $4
Includes rental & free Pepsi .

If you're really concerned
about your health, give your safety
belt a workout. It's the best
exercise we know- to keep you
and your medical costs from going through the roof.

the storm has hit

SKATETOWN
featuring Underground Music

YOU COULD LEARN A LOT FROM A DUMHY.
BUCKLE YOUR SAFETY BELT.
U S D_p_1m.nl a Tiw_p<»W«n

Trip Hop • Industrial
Jungle • Ambient • Techno
Acid • Rave • Electronic

in high tech
entertainment!

A\

:over!

100 Miller Circle
Harrisonburg
433-1834
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Dukettes jazz it up on the sidelines
JMU's dance team asked to compete in Nationals in Daytona Beach, Fla.

If you're a
sports fan
and
you want to
get paid
to do what
you like,
Then call Seth
or Steve
(x6709) to find
out how you
can write for
The Breefee
sports section

their mastery of timing and coordination as the
For the Dukettes, dancing is a chance to
by Nick Langridge
14 dancers come together and move as one.
exhibit
their artistic talent while, at the same
contributing writer
Over the summer, the Dukettes received an time, adding excitement to football and basketFrom D.J. Kool to Music Man, the JMU invite to compete in the April's Nationals in ball games.
Dukettes can bust a move to any beat. In the Daytona Beach, Fla. Their performance will be
"The (basketball and football seasons] are
fall they dance along to the incredible sound of judged on technique, sharpness, funk and different," co-captain Lisa Cantu said. "In the
the Marching Royal Dukes, and in the winter style.
fall, we love working with the band. And in
they light up the court in the Convocation
Junior Kathleen Gecoma said, "The team the winter we look forward to creating more
Center during men's and women's basketball isn't afraid to experiment with new tricks and challenging and dynamic routines."
games. Either way, their planAs captains, Cantu and Nathaniel
ning and hard work pays off as
are forced into the leadership roles.
they always seem to excite the
And with such a long performance
crowd with their performances.
schedule, the Dukettes need that
Coach Rickey Hill came into
leadership and commitment to
1997, his first year of coaching
excel.
the dance team, with a strong
Sophomore Karen Gulakowski
emphasis on conditioning and
said, "The captains are excellent
dedication.
choreographers, mixing in a variety
"A more conditioned team
of styles and helping us polish our
will prevent injuries and make
moves."
dancing feel easier and look betAt the end of every game, Hill
ter," Hill said.
gives out a "chicken award" to the
The Dukettes start each pracbest two performers of the day.
tice by running a mile. The
"The award is an incentive to
squad then dances for two hours
work hard during the game, and it's
and finishes with toning exercismy way to say I appreciate what
es. Also included in their practice
they are doing," Hill said.
regimen are trips to the
As long as the team can remain
FILE PHOTO
University Recreation Center for _ _ . ..
injury
free, continue its intense
im l uket e8 perform at every home football game. They can next be
additional weight training.
>
J
workouts
and continue working on
Another key for a successful 8een danc,n* on the sidelines of the Dukes' Oct. 18 Homecoming game. timing and variety, the Dukettes
dance team is the unity among dancers both techniques, and [coach Hill] has the experience could turn out to be one of the top-rated teams
on and off the court, according to senior cap- to help us incorporate them into a successful in the nation.
tain Jacci Nathaniel.
routine."
So check out the JMU Dukettes performing
"All parts of the unit have to work in sync,"
The squad plans to take everything it has with the Marching Royal Dukes at this year's
Nathaniel said. "If not, we can't function learned and attempted in practice and combine Homecoming festivities against the University
together as a team." The Dukettes demonstrate it into one final dance program.
of Delaware, Oct. 18.

JMU's Graham: a 'knee'-t story of perseverance
by Mike Gesario

staff writer
Three years ago, Jen Graham took to the soccer field for
the JMU Dukes for the first time. Graham is what JMU
'head coach David Lombardo calls a "good athlete with a
nose for the goal." She was All-State and a two-time
Central League MVP in high school and was expected to
contribute to the Dukes' success when she joined the team.
But one of her knees had other plans.
Three days into the preseason practices before her
freshman year, Graham felt something wrong in her knee.
After visiting several doctors, her kneecap was discovered
to be sliding in and out of place. Correcting this abnormality kept Graham out of JMU's' lineup until the next spring.
"That spring I started playing, but it still didn't feel
right," said Graham, a red-shirt sophomore. Another doctor's visit showed that scar tissue had built up in her knee,
and it was beginning to bulge out of her leg. Graham, who
isn't sure if the build-up of tissue was due to returning too
quickly, had the scar tissue removed and was sidelined for
a second straight season.
"It was really disappointing and frustrating," Graham
said. "I just tried to be as much a part of the team as I
could." Graham still went to all the team's games and
stayed close with her teammates.
Despite playing only six games in her first two seasons,
Graham's career was far from over. She was determined
to make her way back onto the fieldLombardo said, "There's that drive to want to see if
you can still play. That has really motivated her."
. Inspired and driven by the thought of returning,
I Graham stuck with her rehabilitation and returned to the
I held once again at the beginning of the 1997 season.
"I never questioned if I could come back," Graham
I said. "I questioned whether I could come back and make
an impact."
At the start of the season, Lombardo warned Graham
I of the possibility of being rusty due to her time off.
"We said 'Hey Jen, you can't get back two years in two

weeks, just be patient,'" Lombardo said. But Graham
apparently wanted to make up for lost time, as evidenced
by her red-hot start.
Graham has made an impact no one could have predicted. In fact, Graham has scored three goals in the first
nine games of the year.
The long-awaited first goal of her career was a game
winning, double overtime goal against Vanderbilt
University, Sept. 19. In the Dukes' next game, Graham
was once again the hero, as she netted another overtime
game-winner against Boston University.
"First off, I thought it was cool that we won, but it was
great that it was her first goal. She is just playing awesome, and its great to see someone come back from an
injury like that," teammate Aimee Vaughan said.
Her teammates weren't the only ones to recognize
Graham's strong play. The CAA acknowledged her performance by naming her the CAA Player of the Week
Sept. 22. She was further honored when she was named to
the Soccer America collegiate team of the week, the first
Duke to receive the honor since current senior Tasha Ellis
was named to the team last September.
Yet, Graham adds more to the team than simply goal
scoring. She brings another dimension to the team.
Lombardo laughs as he says his team is "vertically challenged," and that Graham brings adds height and strength
to the team.
"She adds a dimension of physicality that we don't
have," Lombardo said of the 5-foot-10 forward. "She
brings a strong athletic presence."
Graham's return is a big reason why the Dukes are 7-2
and have set a new school record of seven consecutive
wins after the yesterday's 2-1 victory over George
Washington University.
Despite her success and immediate impact on the
team's performance, Graham feels the comeback is far
from over. She said she feels the muscles in her leg still
aren't strong enough.
"Cutting to ball or switching directions is slower than it
used to be, and that bothers me," Graham said. Lombardo

FILE PHOTO
Graham spent two years recoving from a knee injury.
This year she has scored three goals in eight games.

said he believes Graham's knee is probably 85-90 percent
healed and Graham will improve as she rids herself of any
rust that may have accumulated over her two-year
absence.
Some players, including Vaughan, can't believe that
Graham is rusty.
"God, if she's rusty, I'd like to see her when she is not,"
Vaughan said.
Undoubtedly, Graham has gained additional respect
from her teammates and coaches for her refusal to quit.
"She is just a person to look up to, especially for the
younger players," Vauhan said.
For the past three years, Graham has stuck with it and
you can bet that mentality will continue. She has overcome many obstacles to get where she is and is determined to make the best of it.
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TOP "40" COUNTRY HITS !
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Be the first to see New Head Coaches!
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Delvin leaves JMU fans jumping for Joyce 9
by R.C. Woodall
senior writer

it students receive different things from their
parents. Some receive tuition, others receive guidance. For
red-shirt freshman football player Delvin Joyce, his father
gave him the confidence he needed to play college football.
"He always told me I could do anything I wanted,"
Joyce said. "My dad always tells me 'Good job, son' no
matter how I play."
His father should know, since he has attended every
home game this season with his family to watch his son
become one of JMU's stand-outs.
Joyce did not always want to be a part of a college football team, however.
Coming from Martinsville, a small town near the
North Carolina state line, Joyce played three varsity sports
at Fieldale-Collinsville High School: basketball, baseball
and football.
Though he was an all-state second-team defensive back
his senior year, Joyce's first love was basketball in which
he was first-team all-district.
"I played point guard and was hoping to play college
basketball," he said. Luckily for JMU football, he was
never recruited by a basketball team.
His baseball coach in high school told him. he had a
better chance to play baseball in college than the other two
sports, but Joyce never really liked baseball, and played
only to "keep busy," even though he was second-team
all-district second baseman.
That left the rough and tough sport of football.
Joyce came to JMU simply because he liked the campus and the academic reputation of the school, and he
decided to play football.
As a walk-on last year, Joyce played receiver but practiced with the scout team and switched his position to tail
back.

FILE PHOTO
Red-shirt freshman Delvin Joyce leads JMU in rushing yards
(162), receptions (13) and overall return yards (451).

"It was hard [to be a walk-on]," he said. "I felt like
other players had the advantage, and I had to prove
myself."
Running back coach Bob Crocker said, "He expressed
desire to play but was hard to evaluate because he played
so many different positions in high school. If we would
have known then what we know now, we would have
been better off."
This season, Joyce is topping the team leader board in
almost every category. He has the most receptions (13) of
any player, he is averaging about 26 yards per kickoff
return and has earned 162 yards rushing.

Head coach Alex Wood said, "He has given a solid
performance, but he still has work to do. That's what he
does day in and day out."
He has also been compared by Crocker to last year's
standout tail back Kelvin Jeter.
Joyce said, "It's definitely a compliment considering
what he did. I just like to be on the field as much as possible."
Although he may play like he was made for highlight
tapes, he likes to be thought of as a team player.
"I am very team-oriented," Joyce said. "I do whatever I
can to help the team win and be successful."
In JMU's second game against East Tennessee State
University, Joyce broke a Bridgeforth stadium record with
322 all-purpose yards, but he left the game early due to a
badly bruised quadracept muscle.
"I didn't know I broke [the record], but I was upset
because I couldn't finish the game," Joyce said. "When I
found out, I was happy, but I didn't think it was that big
of a deal."
Every game cannot be a record-breaker, however. In
last weekend's game against the University of Maine,
Joyce scored two touchdowns but fumbled twice.
"I wasn't pleased but now looking back, I think I
played a good game," Joyce said. "It helped that the
coaches had a lot of faith in me."
The hardest part of the game for him, though, is not
just the mental aspect but the physical side of the game.
Being 5'7" — not the tallest of running backs — and
working through the physical demands of football, Joyce
said he sometimes finds it hard to keep going when he's tired.
But Crocker said, "He is a hard worker, and he definitely works for everything he has."
With seven games left in the season and four at home,
both Delvin and his father hope to see more phenomenal
play this season. Crocker thinks Joyce will continue to perform well for the Dukes in the coming seasons.
"He's a guy who wants to be as good as he can be, and I
think we are going to see it for four more years," he said.

Atlantic 10
Individual Statistics

ROAD WARRIORS: The Dukes have won
14 of their last 16 road games against conference opponents going into this weekend's
game at Villanova. "We don't have many distractions on the road," Wood said.
INJURY REPORT: Sophomore linebacker
Jason Parmer, who is fourth on the team with
JMU Dukes vs. Vlllanova University
21 tackles, is out for the season with a broken
Game: JMU at Villanova Wildcats
leg (fibula), which occured last week. Junior
Oct. 4, 1 p.m.
strong safety Mike Masella did not play at
Maine due to a fracured finger. Masella is listDukes Notes:
BACK TO BACK: Senior free safely Tony Booth ed as "week-to-week." Senior defensive end
was named the Atlantic 10 Defensive Player of the Jonathan Dean did not travel to Maine due to
Week for the second straight week. Booth snagged two a sprained knee.
interceptions and made 11 tackles in the Dukes' 24-22
win over Maine on Saturday. Booth leads the Dukes SCOUTING REPORT: Villanova (3-0) could
be the strongest team the Dukes will face all
with 48 tackles and four interceptions this season.
year. The Wildcats are coming off of a bye
HONOR ROLL: Freshman wide receiver Lindsay week, and are rested to face the Dukes in their
Fleshman was named the AUantic 10 Rookie of the Homecoming match-up. The key for the Dukes
Week for making four catches for 114 yards against will be stopping the vaunted 'Nova passing
Maine. Fleshman caught the game winning 59-yard attack, led by sophomore quarterback Chris
Boden. Boden is the highest rated passer in the
touchdown pass with 1:34 left in the game.
A-10, with a 187.81 efficiency rating. Boden
TOUGH ROAD AHEAD: Starting this Saturday, the has thrown for 846 yards and nine touchdowns
Dukes begin a stretch which will probably make or on the year. "We've got to muster up a better
break their season. The stretch which includes three pass rush." Wood said. "If we give him the
ranked teams beginning with No.4 Villanova Saturday. time, he's going to have another big day."
The Dukes next face No. 8 William & Mary and then Boden's favorite target is Ail-American wide
host No. 11 Delaware. "I think we're capable of beat- receiver Brian Finneran, but the Wildcat
ing anybody," coach Alex Wood said. "The toughest defense has been stingy. Bad news for the
ran of our schedule is coming up. Villanova could be Dukes: Opponents have averaged just 30.3
yards per game nishing against Villanova.
'he best team in the whole thing."

Q CA

Passing
FOOTBALL

Standings
New England Division

A-10 Overall PFPA
Connecticut
1-0
Maine
2-2
New Hampshire 1-2
Rhode Island
1-2
Massachusetts
1-3
Boston U.
0-1

2-0-0
2-2-0
1-3-0
1-3-0
1-3-0
0-3-0

79
115
69
76
40
38

20
78
101
110
97
72

Mid-Atlantic Division
Villanova
James Madison
Richmond
Delaware
William & Mary
Northeastern

Boden, VU
Stafford, UConn
Ginn, UD
Haskins, URI
Murphy, NU
Pope, W&M

24)
1-0
2-1
1-1
0-2

3-14)
3-1-0
3-1-0
4-1-0
2-2-0

75 83
107 42
118 66
143 87
105 105

Last week's results
James Madison 24. Maine 22
Delaware 38, Northeastern 14
William & Mary 20, Boston U. 17
Massachusetts 18, Rhode Island 14 .
Connecticut 28, Vale 0
Stephen F. Austin 17. New Hampshire 14

Pet. Yds. TD Int.Rtg
67.9
64.5
58.7
57.5
67 8
57.4

187.8
169.1
152.2
150.4
148.9
132.4

846
834
678
635
1259
451

Q Att Yds, Avfc TP YPO

RMShing
Harriott, Boston
Porch, W&M
Azumah, UNH
Jenkins. URI
Jumpp, UConn
Johnson, UM

A-10 Overall PF PA| Receiving
133 39
2-0 3-0-0

57-84
51-79
47-80
52-77
101-149
35-51
63
112
80
86
54
80

S

Conklin, W&M 5
Fmneran, VU 3
Bond, UConn
DeSousa, URI
Dolbin, VU
Jones, UR

377
546
381
359
247
264

6.0
4.9
4.8
4.2
4.6
3.3

2
2
3
3
5
2

125.7
109.2
95.3
89.8
82.3
•66.0

Rept. Yds. Avg.TP YPO,
32
16
14
24
14
22

567
339
321
349
256
328

This week's schedule
James Madison at Villanova
New Hampshire at UMass
Delaware at Boston University
Maine at Richmond
William & Mary at Northeastern
Hofstra at Rhode Island
Buffalo at Connecticut

17.7
21.2
22.9
14.5
18.3
14.9

.113.4.
113.0
107.0
87.3
85.3
82.0
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Finally
you won't mind
being dardecl
Now wkehs you Kfc WH^ V'isi*'cnrd,

jwi% SHVC by nt tkes€ fazesVISA
It's everywhere you want to be!
CIWVUMUSA

i O OIIO 0111on y°ur next c|o,hin9

I OClVu V IU purchase of S50 or more

• Shoprwici is lun again at Ok) Navy, where you'll find great basics, casual
I fashion, and colorful accessories lor adults, kids, ar* baby - that's Old Navy
Present thrs certificate, pay with your Visa' caid. and cecerve 110 oH your neit
Old Navy purchase ol ISO or more (regularly priced merchandise) For store loca
I nonv call I 800 OID NAVY II 800 653 62891 lo redeem ttiis special offer, pre
I sent this certificate at the time of purchase On,eivahd9'li97-2/28<98
Reason Code 679
I Terms and Conditions Certificate redemption rs solely the .esponsWity ol
I WdNavy Piesentthisceralicateatpanicioatingiocationsattimeolpurchase
J OHer valid September 1.1997. through February 28.1998 Good only toward
I purchase ol regularty pmed merchandise Not valid with any othei oHer Void
I where prohibited, taxed or restricted by lav. Valid only when vou use your Visa
! ca<d Applicable lanes must be paid by bearer Only redeemable in the u S Cash
I value l/IOOcenl Visa Rewards is a setwe mark ol Visa
I international Serwe Association C 1997 Vrsa U S A Inc
^•fJHMte..
| Are you on our mailing list'
''"lltlr"*

I Name
I Address

I.

Stale

Zip

Save $5

'on an oil change
or $30 on a maintenance special
Pay with your Visa' card and save IS on an oil change (regular price starting at
M4) or J30 on a fak jr winter maintenance special (regular price starting at,
SI 39 lor most 4 cylinder vehicles! at any participating Precision Tune Auto Care
location lo redeem this special otter, present thrs certificate when requesting
service Otter valid 971797 - 2728798
Terms and Conditions Certificate redemption rs solely the responsibility ol
participating Precision Tune Auto Care Centers Otter valid September 1.1997.
through February 28.1998 Oil change serwe includes up to S quarts macot
brand motor oil. new oH Idler and chassis lubrication Mamsenance special
includes a tune up. oil change: radiator flush and fill, and rrwjHitenance mspec
twn Discounts are applied toward regular prices lor most vehicles Prices may
be higher lor 6 and 8 cylinder vehicles See rwnaner lor warranty details Void
where prohibited. laW or restricted by law Valid only when you use your Visa
card and present this certihcate Applicable taxes must be paid
mt^^m
by bearer Only redeemable m the US. Cash
ll^^
value KlOOcent Vrsa Rewards rs a service
l«T»i
mar* ol Visa international Service
„„„_
Association 01997VnaUS.A.Inc

Inc

Save 25%
on any purchase
Pay with your Visa' card and save 2S% on your next purchase at Trade Secret
With over 1,000 professional salon products, including Back to Basics,
Sebastian. JOKO. Netuus. OPI, and more. Trade Secret is more than just a
salon Get the very best products at the best prices — for simply great hair
Call 1 800 888 It 17 (24 hours a day. 7 days a week) for the location nearest
you OHer valid 9/1/97-2/28/98
Authorization Code B3S1
Terms and Conditions: Certificate redemption is solely the responsibility of par
hcipating Trade Secret locations Offer valid September 1.1997, through February
28.1998 Discount cannot be used in combination with any other offer Mot valid on
salon services Any other use constitutes fraud Void where prohibited, taied. or
restricted by law. Valid only when you use your Visa card. Applicable taxes must be
pa*d by bearer Only redeemable m the U S Cash value 1/100 cent Visa Rewards is
a service mark of Visa
International Service
Association
MORI THAN -\ SMON
C 1997 Vrsa USA Inc

Save $5 on any
orderof$Wornrfxe,orbuyonepadung.
box and get one free
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GUEST
PREDICTOR

Last week
Season total
Winning percentage.

Washington at Philadelphia
Tampa Bay at Green Bay
New Orleans at Chicago
Kansas City at Miami
Minnesota at Arizona
Monday Night: New England at Denver
Iowa at Ohio State
Notre Dame at Stanford
Texas A&M at Colorado
Auburn at South Carolina
Duke at Maryland

Doug Smith
JMU senior
8-3
36-19
.654

Courtney A. Crowley
news editor
7-4
35-20
.636

Steven M. Trout
sports editor
7-4
34-21
.618

Seth Burton
asst. sports editor
7-4
33-22
.600

Ray Moser
SCOM Instructor
7-4
32-23
,
.581

Washington
Tampa Bay
Chicago
Kansas City
Minnesota

Washington
Green Bay
Chicago
Kansas City
Minnesota

Washington
Green Bay
New Orleans
Miami
Arizona

Washington
Green Bay
New Orleans
Miami
Minnesota

Washington
Green Bay
New Orleans
Kansas City
Arizona

I )enver

New I ti'-Luxl

Dcmcr

Denver

Denver

Ohio State
Stanford
Colorado
Auburn
Maryland,

Ohio State
Notre Dame
Colorado
Auburn
Duke

Iowa
Notre Dame
Colorado
Auburn
Duke

Ohio State
Stanford
Colorado
Auburn
Maryland

Iowa
Notre Dame
Texas A&M
Auburn
Duke

At last, we each had a g(xxl week. Now, only four games separate Doug's slippery grasp of first place and Seth's last place finish. How fitting that this week's
picks are perhaps the most difficult so far. We've got the Battle of the Bays and
the Battle of the Undefeated. It's any man's game. Oops, sorry Courtney.
Now, it's time for our weekly profile. This week: Douglas A. Smith.
Doug comes to us from a place called Milford, Delaware. Not many people
have eVCr heard of Milford. For that matter, not many people have ever heard of
Delaware. Nevertheless, Doug is proud of his heritage. He likes to think back to

the gcxxJ of times when he and Karla Sue would sneak on down to the Bingo
Hall to catch the late-night competition He can still hear that booming voice
echo, "O-sixteen . . . B-three . . ." Upset over never winning a single game, Doug
vowed he would return to the arena. Well, Doug, gcxxl link buddy. But 1 can i
guarantee anything.
Last week, our man-on-the-mound Nic Hen did quite well, going 7-4. He's left
our SCOM informant with some big shoes to fill. With the help of his Wife, Dr.
Williams, the two could stage quite a coup.

bwling Balls • Glow 'N Dark Jewelry
Enter a drawing to win 2 tickets to the Redskins/Dallas Monday night game
October 13th on the 45 yard line!
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Word of Life

2501-. Elizabeth St.
presents

Dr. Maurice Sklar
World class violinist and Hosanna!
Integrity recording
artist, seen on TV
on "This is Your Day"
with Benny Hinn and on
TBN's "Praise the Lord".
Sunday October 5th, 10:00am
Word of Life is a non-denominational,
charismatic fellowship located in the Metro
Building (behind the Burger King on E. Market St.).
For more information call (540) 432-6158 or (540) 652-3230
Sunday services 10am weekly

(540) 433-1177
91 N. Main St.
Harrisonburg, VA
Lunch: Monday - Saturday
11:00 a.m. -2:30 p.m.
Dinner: Monday - Saturday
5:00p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

Specializing in Nonvegetarian/Vegetarian Indian Cuisine

Free and open to the public come and experience powerful music and ministry from this anointed man of God.

Want
to
Place

a
Classified?

Come
• down to
The Breeze
office in
AnthonySeeger.

An easy I 0 minute
walk to campus
Amenities Galore:
Pedal on the level.no
hills to climb
Only four blocks to
campus
Stain resistant wallto-wall carpeting
Mini-blinds on all
wind ow s
Basketball courts
Paved parking spaces
P re-wired for
telephone
Phone and cable
Outlets in each
room
Deadbolt locks and
door
Viewers on all
apartments
Well-lit parking lots
and walkways
Convenient bus
service to campus
and mall
Full-time
management and
maintenence

4?.fQ pr W
fen word*

4? DO ead
addiHfinal fen
mra*
4''10. DO per
Deadlines:
npffn f rid ay Lor
Mffnday'' i44ue

Mill

nffon 'Tuesday Lffr
Thursday i4<fue
Call x6127 for
more info

432.9502
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Here On Planet Earth\Scott Trobaugb

G

flNb OrJjflUF Sp=aAuy STORES? I
<AMFlf5ejUe 0©TK. RjjbS TTRY
OUT TH€"pbi4^ft CDrV^TE^?'

Somewhere Out There \Seth Thompson

... AMD Re^EeRTo^C^T^^^"iT^i1^

LAIERTUAT EVE-MING.

KlNgS40L<i(»Y...AU-6/WN6 Tfi^TsOKl

Airboard \/oe Hooe & /« Kwang Kim
YES ...So^T^LL Iv€ Btt.u
<

Comic STKI^ /^r> NOTICCD
3L» H^ve No.'

COG* Do You ReAH.y TH,N^
THAT C*e/lTofl>5 fll>£ GOING TO
Pur fi 3 FOOT TALKING? BCA»/«
'* My 57"rt.|f> FOR ZATIH^S?

Tuba Man \ Jason Hand
SPORTS CASTFR CAUGHT
/M PAivlTV Ml D .. .

BASK^TB/\U^ <H*£AT H/\5 ft.l.P.S
.... fRiM££3s *t* uitre-KS l»«TH

AT L£*ST UJe" STILL
5-T^lAiAr^

OR |M
HcrT
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PHOTOS
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OJtfAr
T HEAP Litres '
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433-0606
LOCATED IN CLOVERLEAF SHOPPING CENTER

PIZZA BUFFET

THURSDAY NIGHT STUDENT
SPECIAL

MONDAY - FRIDAY
1.00 P.M. ■ 4.00 P.M.

PIZZA BAR $3.99
WITH COUPON
' 4-8:30 PM

92.99

WITH COUPON
must present coupon when ordering
1 per person

must present coupon when ordering
1 per person

ACNE VIDEO
SUPERSTORE

Largest Video Store in Town!

So,.

f Wl'

V

per Night Rentals
OIM SALE NOW!

Thousands of Movies to Choose From!

Free Membership !

• Hundreds of games to rent:
Sega, Super Nintendo, Playstation & Super 64
» Rent any game for only $3.00 for 2 nights!
»Hundreds of new release movies you can rent for
only $2.75 for 2 nights!

433-9181

OPEN 7 DAYS
A WEEK!

ACNE VIDEO

RL 33 East
(Next to Wendy's,
Across from Pargo's)

Bring This Coupon in
& Receive 1 FREE 990 Rental!! i
expires 10-9-97 Limit 1 per Student

Bob Dylan
Portishcad
Rolling Stones
Verve
Patti Smith
FAST SPECIAL ORDER SERVICE!
WE PAY CASH FOR YOUR USED CDs!
TRY BEFORE YOU BUY!
In Kroger Shopping Center
1790-96 E. Market Street
Mon.-Sat. 10-9, Sun. 12-6 • 434-9999
http://www.plan9music.com
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Blotter and CoASeth Friedman & Sean Miller

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS
1 Shut-eye
6 Word before stick
or dash
10 Old West card game
14 Hammerin' Hank
19 Numerical prefix
20 — contendere
21 Border on
22 Yearn
23 Relaxed
24 Dye-yielding
legume
25 Dilapidated ship
27 Utility truck
30 Non-believers
31 —-do-well
32 Ingest
33 Shaped, as metal
34 "Guernica" and
The Guitarist," lor
two

1

38 Trim
40 Western school
letters
44 Megastar
45 Land parcel
47 Get away
49 Rubber industry
city
50 Ballad add-on*
51 Idaho watercourse
54 Melt
55 Driveway pitch
57 Hatchet
58 Novelist Jong
60 Unspeaking
61 Home
62 Permissible

65 Tree
66 Paycheck abbr.
67 Trademark
69 Dairy product

73 Part of n.b.
74 Constellation near
Norma
75 Deadlock

76 Crab's abode
77 — Ra (Egyptian
deity)
79 Josh
80 Florida city
83 Mai —
84 Saintliness
87 Caspian Sea
feeder
89 Cartoon cat
93 Trellis growth
94 Tip off
95 Litany
96 Antinarcotics org.
97 "Zip—Doo-Dah"
98 — majesty
99 Like some flushes

101 Chinese
restaurant veggies
104 Prehistoric guys
108 Eastern ideal
110 Clutch
111 "Ars —" (Ovid)
114 Tenet
119 Stephen King
book
121 PoetMillay
122 Charity recipient
123 Awaken
124 Golf's Ballesteros
125 One tenth: pref.
126 Bottled water
name
127 Vanquishes
128 Arbor Day
planting
129 Ph.D. exam
130 Judge anew

2

'

1*
23
27

35

I"

so

ss

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

42
43
46
48
49
51
52
53
56
59

Satchel
Certainly!
Anesthetic of yore
French artist
Pizzeria output
— fixe (obsession)
Biscayne Bay city
Mogadishu native
Wallach of films
Alabama sports
nickname
Cicada
Blood problem
Poisonous
Amerinds
First man
Japanese money
Mubarak's tongue
Smooches
Zodiac sign
Split

63 "— bin ein
Berliner"
64 Greek letter
67 Of immature
insects
68 Firebird
70 Uses a scythe
71 Oxlike antelope
72 Privileged ones
73 Neither partner
75 Precisely
78 Russian orbiter
81 Unhearing
interpreter, of a
sort
82 Negative particle
85 Optic layer
86 Potato buds
88 AN, with The"
90 Decoding need
91 Riodela —

92 Fingertip
nuisance
97 Authorize
100 Rio Grande city
102 A feast — famine
103 Gene of "Stir Crazy"
105 Fleshy fruits ",
106 Hurler's stat
107 Core
109 More bizarre
m Graceful steed
112 Additional
113 Sale phrase
114 Manitoba tribe
115 Cuzco dweller
• 116 Module
117 "All in the Family"
producer
118 Start of a
chooser's rhyme
120 Mate for 49D

56

■69

68

46

1
88

•

"

26

"

48

f

1

82

90

59

124
128

.
"

1

91

92

42

43

85

86

¥

78

"
"

■ 93
97

100 ■ H101

■'"

41

■73

72

■96

"

18

"

■

1

H83

"

120

1

1

"

119

1

■ 58
64

17

*

39

63

16

1"

71

81

15

"

33

■76

"

1

12

11

"

70

111 112 113

127

■ 18

I

■ 104 105 106 107

123

1

u

74

98

29

53

"

61
87

9

"

■45

94

26
28
29
33
34
35
36
37
39
41

~

37

44

87

1
2
3

"

8

■ 32

38

79

DOWN
Exceptional: abbr.
Jacob's wife
First word of
Massachusetts'
motto
Never-ending
San Diego pros
AerobatJc flip
Actress Anderson
Lavin sitcom
Oktoberfest music
Jamie of "MASH"
—Dhabi
Item shipped
ASAP
Furry swimmer
Intense
Nobleman
Lawn tool
Bakery hot spot
Catches

I

1 1■
28

■31
34

*

7

4

3

102 103

109 ■ ■ I

108

115

116 117 118

1 1
121

122

125

126

129

130
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ill Nave saved these

Fall is in the air

kids from

We'll keep you safe and worm

drowning.
He's not a lifeguardhe's a teacher. But to the kids
he's reached, he's a hero.

Stay with us.

BE A TEACHER. BE A HERO.
Call 1-800-45-TEACH.

coiouieu.

Coldwell Banker £QJ

H0RM.EY AND
CONSTABLE

Wi

/

A Put*C S»rv« <*
Tr» PuMKMIon

Reach tof the Power

I'/iiXci Ko/'in Sachs

Madison Square, University Court, Madison Manor, College Station

Obtain the most incredible adrenaline rush legally!!

POINT BLANK
#
#

*

#

PA INT BALL
Paintball is America's fastest growing participant sport. It has been described as "the most fun you can
have with your clothes on." All this at your trigger finger in the "World of Paintball." Now you can play this
exciting sport right here in Harrisonburg at Point Blank Paintball Fields, just 5 minutes from campus. Bring
your own equipment or rent ours.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

■

Group Rates Available
Walk-ons Welcome on Weekends
Ages 10 & up
Full Line of Paintball Game Supplies
Pro Shop Service Available
Multiple Fields for All Types of Games
League Games Coming Soon

CALL (540) 564-0002
for reservations

RATES
•
•
•
•
•

$5.00 Field Fee Per Day
$7.50 Weekend Pass
$10.00 Equipment Rental
$6.00 Per 100 Premium Paintballs
$5.00 Per 100 Regular Paintballs
* CALL FOR BULK DISCOUNTS *

Play In Tournaments • Team Challenges (Great For Sports Teams/Frats/Sorrorities)
■*

#####

####

#####

#

#.

#

#

#

#
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT
university Place - 4BR apt*.
Furnished or unfurnished. Apple
Real Estate Inc. (540)433-9576.
Luxury loft condo - At Huntefs Ridge
Forest
Hills
townhome.
0r
$l,300/mo. Available June 1998.
Call Jordan. 564-1388. owner/agent.
Two room* for sublease - Starting
Jan. '98 in the new College Park.
A/C, $265/mo. furnished, water,
sewage included. 574-4696.
House - 4BR, two blocks from
jMU. Basement, attic. 433-2126.
Two BR apt - PersorKs) to share
or take over lease. 574-3662.

FOR SALE
Hand-wrapped beeswax candles,
beautiful! Gift & Thrift. 227 N.
Main.
. Homebrewlng supplies - Malts,
hops, yeasts, etc. Kegerator kits.
432-6799, 52 E. Market.
1989 Toyota Camry LE - 4 door, 1
owner, garage kept, new tires.
$6,900. 43*4785.
Savanna monitor - 2 1/2'. Call
Ben, 82^4646
Solid wood desk - 2 drawers.
$30; ladies black ankle length
leather coat, small, new. $85;
Motorola pager. $25; country blue
lined drapes, A+ condition,
$10/pair; call 434-1841.

HELP WANTED
$1,560 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. For info call
(202)452-5940.

Harrlsonburg marketing office Earn up to $12/hr. Immediate
opening
for
dependable,
enthusiastic person. Part-time
evenings. Call (540)434-7290.
Earn free trips A cash! Class
Travel needs students to promote
Spring Break 1998! Sell 15 trips &
travel free! Highly motivated
students can earn a free trip &
over $10,000! Choose Cancun,
Bahamas, Mazatlan, Jamaica or
Florida! North America's largest
student tour operator! Call Now'
(800)838-6411.
Part-time delivery help wanted for
local furniture store. 433-0909.
Get out of town! Escape to the
Pecos Canyon, warm days, cool
nights, good friends. A great kids!
Opportunities for leadership,
experience,
personal
&
professional growth. We are
currently hiring for the 1998
summer season. Teach one or
more of the following: art. dance,
drama, music, fencing, riflery.
tennis, soccer, swimming, archery,
mountain biking, flyfishing, ropes
course, horseback riding, nature,
backpacking. Also hiring for
administrative & maintenance. Call
Tamara or Scott at (800)722-2843
for an application or send resume
to P.O. Box 5759. Santa Fe. NM
87502.
Earn S75O-Sl,50O/wk - Raise all
the money your group needs by
sponsoring a VISA fundraiser on
your campus. No investment &
very little time needed. There's no
obligation, so why not call for info,
today. Call (800)323*454 x95.
Earn great money selling a
fantastic savings card. Immediate
opening
for
enthusiastic,
dependable person. Part-time. You
set your hours. Call 432-0540.

Tour guides wanted - No
experience necessary. Weekend &
weekday work. Must have
dependable transportation. Call for
appointment. Endless Caverns.
896-2283.
Newspaper delivery - Early
morning. Off-campus housing.
Good way to earn extra money.
Call 4330221.
Chlldcare
needed
Tuesday/Thursday mornings.
Flexible hours, early or late. 2348317/X3068.

SERVICES
National DJ Connection - Great
party music since 1985! Call 4330360.
Rocktown Entertainment - For all
parties/formals. 433-0103 or
crownmall.com/rocktown
SCath for colleges - Grants &
scholarships available from
sponsors! Great opportunity. Call
now, (800)532-8890.
Freshmen parking - Parking lot
next to campus. 433-2126.
Typing! Have a paper to type but
affairs to attend? No problem!
Reasonable rates! 12 years
experience. Call 432-0488.
DJ doktor dugg - Your party sound
prescription. Formals. house parties,
Homecoming. Greek occasions. Best
rates. References available. 4353684 or 433-1692.
NOTICE
For more Information and
assistance regarding the
Investigation of financing
business opportunities A work-athome opportunities, contact the
Better Business Bureau Inc.,
at 1-800-533-5501.

SPRING BREAK
Spring Break Bahamas Party
Cruise! 6 days $279! Includes
meals, free parties, taxes! Get a
group-, go free! Prices increase soon,
save $50! sprlngbreaktravel.com
(800)67&6386.
Spring Break - Cancun A Jamaica
S379! Book early, save $50! Get a
group, go free! Panama City $129!
South Beach (Bars close 5 a.m.!)
$129! springbreaktravel.com
(800)67&6386.
Spring Break, "Take 2" - Hiring
Reps! Sell 15, take 2 free. Hottest
destinations! Free parties, eats &
drinks. SunSplash. (800)4267710.

SPRING
BREAK
CANCUN • BAHAMAS* JAMAICA •
FLORIDA*SAN JUAN
Don't miss out. .. Call now for
your Spring Break Vacation!
Ask about our early booking
Incentive*. Organize a group
and travel FREE!!!

TMiEEZE Thursday, Oct. 7\ 1*7 <tt

Sport Card* - Oam* Card*.
Baseball, Basketball, Football,
Hockey. Star Wars. Magic, etc.
Buy/Sell. #1 shop In Valley. Dukes
Sportscards. Dukes Plaza. 2355
S. Main. Phone 433-DUKE.
Adoption - Loving couple wishes
to adopt infant. Happy, secure
home with full-time mom. We can
help each other. Please call Diane
& Joe at (800)579-1860 or
collect. (703)830-1341.
Adoption - Loving couple, married
almost 10 years wants to adopt
baby. Will comply with all adoption
laws, confidential. Toll-free
evenings, weekends: (888)5296881.
The bottle I* backl Alcohol
Awareness Week. Coming Oct. 20
24.
Erin McLaughlin - Your big sis
loves you!
Je*s 8. get ready for Treasure
Hunt tomorrow. Love. YBS
Gillian Coe. You rock my world!
Love. Your Big Sis

Call Now...
(800)700-0790

VAGABOND TOURS
PERSONALS
Lowest prices! Imprinted T-shirts,
banners, promotional items, etc.
CCRU. 433-3734. ccruOrlca.net
■

Skydlve! Experience the thrill!
skydiveorange.com. (540)9423871. Ask about JMU discounts.

CONGRATULATIONS
to the Omicron class of
PI Sigma Epsllon
for finishing level one!
Sara Askew
Katy Boarman
Jeff Bronaugh
Keith Cossu
Patrick Espey
Steve Gardnu
UselHolper
Melissa Kelly
Cyndl Pham
Almee Sinclair
Joshua Steele
Rick Steele
Keep up the Great Work!

SOPHOMORES
Get involved
in designing
your class
rings.
Applications
available
in SGA office
or Warren 303.
Deadline
October 9
NEED TO -GET AWAY" FOR
WINTER BREAK?
Vacation for two In paradise.
Accomodatlons Include 4d/3n In
Freeport, Bahamas, 4d/3n In
Orlando, 3d/2n I' Daytonn.
These can be tal.ar fct the same
time or as separate trips. You
have until April 1998 to take the
trips. All this for only $450 or
best offer (airfare not Included).

Call 298-1784.
Adoption
Happily married pediatrician &
pre-school teacher wish to
become devoted dad & full-time
mom to white newborn. Willing
to comply with adoption laws.
Please call Mark & Robyn.
(800)484-7803, pln#7749.

If you don't slop your friend from driving drunk, who will? Do whatever ii takes.
U S Department ol Transportadon

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.
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There's Always Plenty of Parking at
South View and The Commons. Just ask John.
Each furnished Luxury
Apartment comes with:
• Double Beds in each
OFFICE HOURS
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
and by appointment
■

869 B Port Republic Rd.

432-0600
Visit our website @
www.Ibjliniited.com

bedroom
• Full size Washer & Dryer
• Telephone & Cable
hookups in each bedroom
& living room

• Oversized Closets
• Built-in microwave oven
• Garbage disposal
• Full size Dishwasher

• Bus Service

Office,

etoluxuryi
j

